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Abstract 

 

In today's era of technology, information can revolve the whole world within seconds via 

Internet. Devices such as smartphones, tablets and smart applications running on them enable 

users to access information anytime and anywhere over the air network. Ubiquitous nature of 

smartphones stimulates the growth of applications development, especially for small scale 

devices. Protection and security of sensitive mobile applications and their resources against 

threats are new emerging challenges for mobile application developers. Even competitive 

enterprise application development organizations lack comprehensive security services for small 

scale devices. Ultimately unpredictable threats become active anytime and can easily hamper the 

whole infrastructure within short time frame. 

 

In future enterprise applications, to protect entities and overall access of back-end secure 

infrastructure and services secure and easy to deploy strong authentication and authorization 

services will play a key role. Complexity of security risks in wireless networks is changing the 

ways of protection mechanisms for mobile applications. Achieving security balance with 

convenience becomes a challenging task for application developers. Due to complex blurred 

picture of an attack in an enterprise applications development, usually the developers don't pay 

attention against the mitigation of such threats at the initial phase of application development. 

Due to this, weaknesses appear in latter stages that make an application system vulnerable. 

Conventionally it is a common practice by application developers to rely on username/password 

authentication mechanism, and even more secure way that is considered to be a One Time 

Password (OTP) or complex passphrase schemes. These schemes have a number of limitations 

and drawbacks regarding today’s diverse wireless environments. 

 

In this research we used Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) certificate-based strong authentication 

scheme for small scale devices which is a significant step-up from simple username/password, 

OTP and location-based authentication schemes. Leading standards which we followed FIPS 201 

Personal Identity Verification standard and FIPS 196 Strong Authentication Protocol scheme. 

Our solution is based on secure smart microSD card that can be used for providing high level of 

security for mobile enterprise applications. Also other considerable security services included 

confidentiality of exchanged transaction messages between applications and back-end 

application provider server, integrity of transaction messages, and non-repudiation services. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1. Introduction 
 

In current global era of technology, mobile applications are playing a vital role in everyone’s 

life. In the last couple of years there is high competition among mobile applications research and 

development industry. This is due to a big competition among major smartphone platform 

competitors, such as Android, iPhone, Symbian, Windows Mobile, RIM etc. Also sales of 

smartphones surpassed PCs in year 2011-2012 [1]. The trend is shifting towards smartphone-

based applications and industry leaders thinking about applications for mobile and smartphone 

customers besides PCs. Due to increase in 3G/4G mobile broadband availability in smartphones, 

customers need full power of web and applications accessibility in their hand-held devices 

anytime anywhere with ease. Also due to large number of Android-based devices sold in the last 

couple of years, applications development firms concentrate on designing and developing a 

number of software solutions targeting small to large-scale financial institutes and their 

consumers in mind. These applications cover a number of business critical fields such as mobile 

payment, health, parking, ticketing etc. Due to enriched functional enhancement in mobile 

applications, security services and trust on mobile phones and ultimately mobile applications are 

an important and hot concern for researchers and developers in present and future mobile 

applications growth [2]. These applications require security services for performing business 

critical tasks like performing real time transactions between application users and back-end 

transaction processing servers; also it must be enabled with security enablers, so that it can 

protect exchanged sensitive information (i.e. users credentials, sensitive data and messages) from 

external threats. Everyday new threat stories appear in media, which leverage security services 

like authentication, confidentiality, integrity and availability. Smartphones are handling a 

number of sensitive enterprise applications and such comprehensive infrastructure requires an 

important security precautions beforehand against various attacks in a wireless network. In small 

scale devices, authentication can be structured in two broad aspects; Local authentication and 

Remote authentication. Local authentication can be achieved by providing answer of what you 

know? Remote authentication covers two broad aspects i.e. Location-based authentication and 

Certificate-based authentication. In location based authentication an entity can be identified by 

their geographical location, which couldn’t be a suitable solution in some territory, as it is 

against privacy rights of a person or entity. Where as certificate-based authentication is more 

promising and network operator independent approach on the basis of Secure Element (SE). 

MicroSD memory slot is generally available in almost all smartphones these days. Therfore it 

can play a promising role for securing enterprise applications and their operations running as 

over the air network. 

 

1.1. Motivation 
 

In order to protect mobile applications and their users a number of essential security services and 

precautionary measures needed that should be taken in advance for gaining customer satisfection 

and confidence on using applications in mobile phones. SIM ALlliance explains a number of 

secure solutions including simple username/password, One time password (OTP) generation 
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through SIM, and PKI based solution with their weakness and  devise a conclusion that without 

using Secure Element (SE), each of the deployed solutions have serious security threats and 

weaknesses [3] [4]. This research work aims to provide suitable secure solution for mobile 

applications at application layer based on SE. The target platform for this solution is Android and 

it is based on secure mircoSD card SE. 

 

Additional motives and goals of this research work were to get robust secure modular solution 

for mobile applications that should include comprehensive security services. Also, the motive is 

to use Secure Element for saving entity credentials and PKI X.509 certificate. 

  

1.2. Background 
 

When mobile phones first appeared in late 80’s no one had imagined that it would be an 

attractive gadget in future with respect of applications deployment and usage aspects. Now we 

have seen that it’s size becomes shrinked a lot and an independent Operating System (OS) 

available and it made a mobile device as a mini PC, though it still have some limitations and lack 

of concurrent processing, which hopefully will leverage soon in upcoming OS. In today’s 

technology arena we have seen in all aspects of life that smartphone plays an important widget in 

everyone’s life. Mainly this is due to a large number of competitors in industry, and a number of 

essential applications launched that assist people to manage their daily tasks with comfort and 

easiness. Everybody prefers to communicate with the rest of the world via mobile phone and 

through on hand mobile applications, as it is considered a cheapest way of communication these 

days. We know that in past phones (wired line) were mostly used for only voice exchanged 

purpose, but now mobile phones replaced land line phones with wireless, and it has improved the 

way of communication by using diverse wireless cellular networks. Instead of passing only voice 

to others, one can communicate via SMS, MMS, Instant messages, email and now a days we can 

use smartphone as a mini computer with a lot of pre-built functionalities are available that go far 

beyond the functionality of their predecessors. People nowadays are using multiple cellular 

technologies and short range network connections in their smartphones (i.e. GSM, GPRS, LTE, 

UMTS, WLAN, Blutooth, NFC etc.) for accessing multiple applications and services like Voice, 

Text, and Banking/Financial applications, that can help to get online shopping, booking, online 

gaming and many other multimedia services and facilities instantly anytime anywhere [5]. Still 

the world of application development never ends, a large number of applications are still being 

under research and development stages in labs. It includes general purpose applications to 

sensitive financial sector crucial enterprise level applications. 

 

Today a number of mobile OS system exist. Most of them are proprietry and some are open 

source. Open source are big revolution in computing history any one can modify it. These OS 

can install and manage a number of applications in respective mobile phones, though it have 

number of limitations, such as Power deficiency, limited storage and resource capabilities, but it 

provides mobility feature that is a big advantage using such devices. Initially mobile phones 

were dedicated only for voice communication and message exchanged purposes and few small 

pre-installed applications like limited contact storage, calculator and various other applications 

[6]. Before smartphone (i.e. iPhone, Android and Windows phone 7) 90 percent of the systems 

that connected to the Internet were Windows PCs [6]. Now the trend of browsing the web and 

usage of applications is gradually shifting towards smartphone and hand-held devices. At the end 
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of 2012, Gartner predicted sales of smartphones will surpass 600 million units as compared to 

PC sales that will reach about 400 million units. These expectations presume only for selling new 

devices. Gartner also expects in 2015 that sales of smartphones will reach 1.1 billion [1].  

According to Gartner survey, tablets (iOS/Android based) will be shipped 80 percent of the 

market by 2015. Due to this increase of tablet and smartphone usage, they expects by 2014 more 

than 70 billion applications will be downloaded from app store as compared to 2010 [1]. 

According to Gartner research report, the trend of using static applications changing towards 

context-aware applications and information according to respective environment. Therefore 

ultimately, activities, connections and user preferences improve the quality of interaction 

between applications and users. This interaction speeds up the adoption of applications usage and 

also short range communication network plays good hand on it such as near-field communication 

(NFC). According to Gartner view, by 2015 40 percent of world's smartphone customers will opt 

in such context aware services for tracking their journeys, knowing about weather forecast and 

many other digital habits according to their regions by using Google and other online services. 

He also expect by 2015, this habits will reach 10% of the whole world population [1].  

 

Today every smartphone has many applications, like multimedia and word processing 

applications. Also a number of applications are distributed and required essential network 

connections for performing enterprise level operations. Financial applications like banking and 

stock trading, online shopping, tickets booking are some of the common examples of an 

enterprise applications. Initially mobile applications had not required large number of resources 

and storage space in phones, but gradually it increases and today applications require more 

processing power, storage and battery power especially such enterprise level applications. 

Modern phones have a number of shortcomings, and still they have some limitations with 

resource utilization and battery consumption. Also the growth of mobile applications has created 

fierce competition for all stakeholders in the field of mobile application development. Mostly the 

target of big companies, such as Apple and Google, are using different strategies and business 

plans to launch their products according to their operating systems and app store structure. Some 

other giants, like Microsoft and Nokia are also trying to compete fast growing companies in the 

field of mobile application development, and trying to gain market share [7]. Due to emerging 

changes among development technologies and standards for application development, the 

competition arises from proprietary to open standards. Google takes the lead among others by 

using open standards. Due to this a number of application development companies concentrate 

on developing their applications by using open standards such as Google. This technological 

openness of the platform and of supporting Software Development Kits (SDKs) and Application 

Programing Interfaces (APIs) influence the attractiveness for application developers [7]. 

Although competition is very high among application development organizations, application 

developers lack security and trust for a number of applications especially sensitive financial 

applications. As modern phones replace somehow PDA’s, Laptop computers in mobility 

perspective, but still the journy is far away from its targets. We must give credits to 

telecommunication industry that provides a number of cellular networks facility at a time in 

modern phones that lacks in laptop computers. Cellular network is more vulnerable to attack 

compared with wired network, therefore security is a hot topic for an enterprise financial 

applications.  
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Oberthur Technologies [8] launched the ID-One Cosmo microSD secure memory card that 

combines advanced features of smart card technology and USB mass storage into a convenient 

microSD form.  

 
Figure 1: Smart microSD Card 

Figure 1 above shows microSD card. This is Oberthur Technologies smartest solution to secure 

portable devices. Oberthur launched the SDK for accessing smart card chip through file system 

based interface in different mobile platforms. Its extended benefits include for application 

security in JavaCard based solution, PKI support (i.e. digital certificates and cryptographic keys 

storage, strong authentication, digital signature, data encryption for a perfect PKI integration) 

and standard mass storage facility (i.e. 2 GB up to 8 GB) [8].  

 

1.3. Problem Statement 
 

Mobile application development for small scale to critical large scale businesses increases with 

the passage of time. Usually such applications are available on handheld devices all the time, and 

these sensitive applications (i.e. financial applications) transfer sensitive user information from 

trusted network to untrusted, unsafe wireless networks quite often. Protection of such sensitive 

user information requires careful planning and secure shields against threats and unauthorized 

people. As a number of wireless media are usually using diverse network (i.e. GSM, UMTS, 

CDMA, WiFi, WLAN, Bluetooth and NFC etc.) connections, which are typically less protected 

and thus exposed to eavesdropper, identity theft, and denial-of-service attacks easily as compare 

to wired media. Also mobile applications are generally highly susceptible to being exploited and 

attacked by an attacker using such insecure networks. Such network sensitive applications 

require security services from end-to-end nodes especially performing business critical 

transactions in financial enviornments. As wireless media is highly susceptible for attacks and 

also offer less sophisticated security mechanisms as compared to wired media. Many wireless 

application developers don’t pay much attention towards important security measures in the 

initial phase of the application development, that is due to its processing power and limited 

memory resources and more battery drainage constraints in mind. However, security is an 

essential component especially for financial applications in a distributed environment; therefore, 

application developers should require to consider security services at the beginning of 

development phase besides thinking of functional requirements. Also without considering 

underlying wireless communication service infrastructure, secure application mechanism must 

provide customers high level of assurance that their transaction messages being secured and 

message integrity is being protected against threats. To protect and secure such unsecure wireless 

applications needs proper end-to-end security mechanism at the application layer. 
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Authentication is primary and the most vital security concern for identification of an entity 

before accessing physical and virtual resources of an application in internal and external 

networks. After authentication, sensitive applications require authorization of resources and 

protection of such assets from threats by using cryptographic means. This can be achieved after 

identification of  an entity and getting services and session tickets from servers in a mobile cloud 

network. In small scale devices, providing such security services to mobile application is a 

challenging task and require careful plaining for developing security applications while taking 

mobile device limitations in mind (i.e. low processing power, resource utilization  and  battery 

power) [10]. 

 

1.4. Purpose of the Project 
 

Designing applications security system for over the air communicaton in wireless networks 

require high level protection of authentication, confidentiality, data integrity, and non-

repudiation. The goal and purpose of  this research work is to provide end-to-end application 

layer security features and services that could be feasible and as simple as possible. Also security 

services shouldn’t decrease the performance of applications due to resource utilization, memory 

and bandwidth limitations. Mobile applications at application layer end-to-end security 

requirements include authentication, confidentiality of messages exchanged between mobile apps 

and service provider servers, that must be able to authenticate sensitive transactions that have 

been signed by the user of the mobile device and vice versa, and no intermediate entity (such as a 

mobile operator/carrier or middle-tier service provider) would be able to view, intelligently hear, 

alter, or store any of the confidential information that make up or replay the messages and secure 

transactions. End-to-end security should entail protecting transmitted data with minimal cost, 

delay, complexity, and bandwidth overhead. Mobile and management station must authenticate 

each other and allow distinct keys and proper key management should be securely granted in 

different underlying wireless communication environment. Strong authentication is more 

effective choice while using end-to-end encryption facility. Since no one organization can 

control the entire infrastructure, end-to-end connectivity needs to be independent of the 

underlying infrastructure, as mobile application security is next wave of technology. In short our 

purpose is how to secure end-to-end entities over the air between mobile apps and back-end 

services managment servers [11] [12].  

 

1.5. Research Methodology  
 

This research work belongs to design science research methodology, which is based on artifact 

development, the final conclusion will be a working secure software solution especially for 

mobile financial applications. The general methodology of design science research can be 

viewed in below Figure 2 [13]. 

 

The process begins from awarness of problem. Initially we think the solution should be based on 

major security services that can store secure credentials in internal memory of the mobile phone, 

but it will create serious threats for application users as anyone can access it internal memory, if 

the mobile device have lost/stolen or an eavesdroper entrap the traffic during transit from mobile 

device to application service providers, as well as they can easily be accessed if the data is stored 
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Proposal 

 

Tentative  

Design 

Proposal 

 

Tentative  Design 

in internal memory of the device. Latter we focused on Secure Elements as it is tamper proof, 

affordable way of protecting secure credentials these days. 

 

 

 

           Knowledge   Process  Outputs 

           Flows   Steps 

 

Awareness of 

Problem 

 

Suggestion 

 

Development  Artifact 

 

Evaluation Performance measures 

 Opertaion 

and Goal knowledge    Conclusion  Results 

 

 

There are three most effective ways to secure credentials through the adoption of Secure 

Element, either SIM based (i.e. considered more secure), hardwired directly into the handset or 

through secure microSD card [12]. The proposed artifact would be based on security services for 

mobile applications based on PKI certificate that will protect authentication, confidentiality and 

integrity of distributed financial applications. Therfore we have chosen smart microSD Card for 

achieving security services to mobile applications. Also our solution would be based on FIPS-

201 Personal Identity Verification (PIV) [9] compliant smart card. For achieving remote 

authentication the solution would be based on FIPS 196 entity authentication protocol [14]. In 

order to proceed this research work a thorough and comprehensive literature study carried on, 

also design and development of solution would be based on relevant standards that will make 

this research and development work more interesting and effective for mobile application 

security at the end. To become familiar with state-of-the-art technology a comprehensive 

background study of security threats and their possible mitigation would be the target for us to 

achieve optimal modular solution that will be feasible for future mobile applications.  

 

The research work starts exploring previous work in this field, industry standards, KTH library, 

IEEE publications, articles and journal papers and publications, online websites, Google 

scholars, and broad exploration of search engines and web directories. 

 

1.6. Audience  
 

Due to a large number of competition in mobile application development in market, a number of 

enterprise level financial sector applications lack a comprehensive security solution in their 

deployed systems. This research work targets all those bodies (i.e. financial institutions and 

organizations) who want to deploy a smart card based microSD card secure solutions in their 

applications that mitigate threats to their systems with ease and mobility features. We expect that 

Figure 2: The general methodology of design science 
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the proposed design and development results of this research play an important contribution to 

the science for building secure solution for mobile financial applications. The chosen approach is 

scalable that can interlink with other platform, and modular in the sense that it can easily be 

deployed or add on to any application that needs security services. We also expect the security 

solution will be transparent to users and it will provide end-to-end application layer security. We 

have targeted the following major applications that may use our proposed security application 

i.e. SAFE Wallet, PIV, EMV VISA/MasterCard, Medical Applications, Parking Application any 

gerneal purpose application etc. 

 

1.7. Limitations 
 

As every system have their limitations according to their utilization, therefore this research work 

is primarily concerned with security services for mobile applications based in Android platform, 

which protect applications and users authenticity, confidentiality, integrity based on secure smart 

card based microSD card PKI credentials. The use of smart microSD card credential managment 

provides security and mobility to financial sector enterprise level applications. Due to shortage of 

time this work is limited for applications developed only for Android platform. As wireless data 

passing through air interface facing almost the same security threats as the wired data, therfore 

secuirty based artifact development are the main concern in this research. However, the limited 

wireless bandwidth, battery, computational power and memory of wireless devices put in further 

limitations to the security mechanisms implementation. Also FIPS-196 [14] uniletral 

authentication mechanism is the main concern in this implementation phase, due to shortage of 

processing power in mobile phones. 

 

1.8. Thesis Structure 
 

The subsequent chapters are structured as follows. The 2
nd

 chapter will explain the fundamental 

security services for mobile applications i.e. authentication of an entity, confidentiality of the 

messages, integrity and non-repudiation mechanisms. The 3
rd

 chapter will explain the thorough 

overview of some developed existing solutions, services and their working in mobile 

environment. The 4
th

 chapter will explain the prototype design of the proposed system. The 5
th

 

chapter explains about key management including public and shared keys managment in detail. 

The 6
th

 chapter will explains the prototype implementation of the security services of the mobile 

application. The 7
th

 chapter explains the evaluation of the implemented solution against possible 

threats and their mitigation and comparison with existing well-known authentication measures in 

detail. The 8
th

 chapter will conclude the result and the future research directions that would be 

useful for enhancement of security applications.  
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Chapter 2. Security Services for Mobile 
Applications  

2.1. Mobile Secure System 
 

A secure system is a system that performs what its designers have envisioned it to perform. It 

should perform only those functions that it should be authorized and allowed. It should not show 

any unexpected behaviour, when a threat targets it and try to perform functions that it should not 

be allowed. Although it is difficult to achieve full security in a diverse mobile platforms and 

broad range of cellular network availability. Security defenders are the responsible persons who 

needs to take care of all risk factors and devise possible mitigation plans against attacks. 

Financial institutions are the main targets that need more security concerns as compared to 

ordinary application providers, like word processing or multimedia application users. As wireless 

networks can easily be eavesdroped compared to wired network, and facing all types of security 

threats that are also facing wired network these days. Due to wireless device mobility feature,  

wired communication move towards cellular network gradually and security risk becomes 

increased, due to broader aspects of cellular networks. An attacker can easily intercept sensitive 

information related to financial institutions by using over the air network.  

 

A number of goals are highlighted by security experts, that can leverage harmful security threats 

for cellular networks and mobile applications. Major security services, that can play key role for 

securing mobile applications, are discussed in follow up subsections. 

 

2.1.1.  Authentication  
 

Authentication ensures the uniqueness of an entity with which secure connections are established 

before granting access right to the protected resources of the system. In the absence of 

authentication mechanisms an attacker could masquerade as a legitimate entity and attempt to 

violate the security of the system. 

 

Before launching mobile applications in an app market, developer must provide some 

authentication mechanism before accessing system’s inner functionalities. Almost all 

applications have their own authentication mechanisms according to their operational senstivity 

level. Attackers always try to break such systems which are more crucial (like financial 

institutions apps) from its authentication phase, by exploring its vulnerabilities and weaknesses. 

Therefore a strong protection at this level is the heart of any deployed sensitive mobile 

application. Mainly Authentication mechanisms are based on three key factors [15] : 

 

What an entity knows, i.e. some secret (PIN, Password, pass phrase etc.) 

What an entity have, i.e. some Token (Smart Card, Token, Memory card etc. ), and  

What an entity is, i.e. Biometric information (Fingerprint, Iris/Retina, voice pattern etc. ) 
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Some authors suggested another factor of authenticatoin which answers where an entity is, i.e. 

location either physical or logical. Physical location can be established using GPS system in 

which geometrical coordinates can be used to locate an entity [16]. Such system can be used via 

smartphone, but this is against entity’s privacy issues in some regions of the world.  

 

Most of the currently deployed authentication mechanisms provide an answer of "What you 

know?" factor. i.e. password-based or PIN based authentication. Both are vulnerable as they can 

easily be broken or guessed by social engineering or dictionary attacks. Even a human 

negligence play a devastating role against loss of such credentials. Also passwords is an 

intengenible thing, therefore abuse and disclousre can easily happen without an entity’s 

knowledge. Personal Identification Numbers (PINs) sometimes used in conjunction with another 

authentication factor before accessing mobile application, that creates more resistance against 

threats. Smartphones and portable tablet devices are being gradually adopted these days in 

distributed enterprise environments, but they lack security mechanisms and measures makes 

applications more vulnerable in today’s business market.  

 

According to NIST publication [17], the recommended secure way of providing authentication 

service in enterprise application environment is multi-factor (more than two factors) 

authentication  i.e. It can be achieved by answering minimum two or more factors as mentioned 

above. Either PIN with smart card or PIN with biometric information or three of them at a time, 

but it is more annoying for ordinary application users. Most viable solution is to consider first 

option i.e. PIN with smart card. Usually PIN is used for smart card-based application login. It 

usually contains four digits, and electronic transaction systems are using this number and only 

the owner who owns particular smart card should know it. 

 

For general purpose mobile applications, one factor, either PIN or passpharase or user name and 

password authentication can be sufficient. But in distributed enterprise environment where 

applications are highly sensitive and far away geographically, needs more security against 

threats. Therefore, two factor or multi-factor authentication is the key of achieving secure 

solutions and also gaining customers satisfection. 

 

2.1.2.  Confidentiality 
 

Confidentiality means that information can be disclosed only by an authenticated entity. 

Especially transaction messages exchanged between communicated entities should be known 

only to them, even an interceptor can not guess what is the contents of the exchanged messages. 

Leakage of such sensitive information might create severe consequences for whole application. 

 

For achieving exchanged message confidentiality, Encryption is the mechanism that provides 

such confidentiality. There are two classes of encryption: Symmetric and Asymmetric encryption 

[15][18]. Better securing solution can be achieved by deploying asymmetric encryption, but it 

decreases system performance, as it requires more computation power and resources. It provides 

useful results if it is used only for session encryption and for message protection symmetric 

encryption provides more viable solution. Asymmetric cryptography is also called public key 

cryptography, because it is used a key pair. i.e. encryption and decryption keys are different but 

associated with each other. That is, if one is used for encrypting message, then the other should 
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only be used for decrypting the encrypted messages. In key pair one key is always available to 

public and the other should be saved in private place. If private key is compromized in some 

way, this means it compromises the whole system security and it should entail the change of 

whole deployed system. One of the major drawbacks in public key cryptography is how to 

distribute key to legitimate parties, so that communication between parties becomes secure and 

no man-in-the-middle attack could happen. To combat this drawback a PKI infrastructure is 

viable solution for wired networks, but for small scale devices it still lacks providing suitable 

computation power for handling resource consumptions. There has been done a number of 

research work to mitigate such drawbacks. We will overview different existing solutions in detail 

in the next chapter. Also there are different public key algorithms available in literature [15][18], 

but in this work we concentrate on RSA public key algorithm, its background and encryption and 

decryption mechanism.  

 

RSA stands for Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman, who first publicly described it in 

1977 [15][18][19]. It is based on public private key pair. It generates key pair (i.e. public and 

private), public key should be known by everyone and private key must be saved in secure secret 

place. For encryption operation in RSA algorithm, let suppose there are two entities A and B 

who want to exchange messages between them using RSA algorithm. They will proceed as, 

entity A transmits its public key (n, e) to entity B and keeps the private key secret. B wishes to 

send message M to A, entity B first turns message M into an integer m, such that 0 < m < n by an 

agreed-upon reversible protocol known as padding scheme. Entity B then calculates ciphertext C 

by using the following formula C = me ( mod n ), where e is denoting here public key exponent, 

n denotes modulus for both public and private keys. Entity B then transmits ciphertext C to entity 

A. When entity A receives C, it needs private key for decryption back into normal text M using 

following formula i.e. m = Cd ( mod n ), whereas d denotes private key exponent. A then 

recovers the message M by reversing the padding scheme [20].  

 

Some threats are highlited by researchers in litrature against RSA algorithm. Those are related to 

factoring of the integer n of the public key (n, e). If factoring is achieved, this means that all 

encrypted messages with public key can easily be decrypted. Some of the major attacks on RSA 

that decrypt messages without directly factoring the RSA modulus n [21] are, attack based on 

small private key, attack based on small public exponent, cyclying attack, message concealing 

are mentioned in literature, but still the key size 1024 bytes is sufficient especially in small 

devices. The computation power in small devices are limited, but research shows that efficiency 

of RSA algorithm is good and it provides fast message encryption, but slow decryption [53]. 

2.1.3.  Integrity  
 

Integrity means messages are not altered or tampered during transfer between communicated 

entities. If it becomes corrupted, this means that an attacker have modified it during interception. 

This indicates that the data or message is not more trustworthy. Integrity can also be ensured that 

the information entered is valid and its reliability is authentic. In small scale devices the 

messages exchanged between mobile application and back-end servers prove their 

trustworthiness by establishing integrity mechanism between them. Cryptographic hash function 

is the mechanisms used to provide message integrity. It is calculated to a variable length of input 

value and yield a fixed length output. Hash function is a one way function. The fixed length 

output can not be reused to get back input value and its extremely difficult to find two different 
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messages with the same output [20]. To establish integrity mechanism between parties, one can 

use a hash algorithms. There are many such hash calculation algorithms described in literature, 

but most frequently used methods are MD5 and SHA-1 [39][40]. These algorithms produc fixed 

length output by using a one way hash function. An adversary can not get back the input by re-

calculating the generated hash result. 

 

2.1.4.  Non-repudiation  
 

Non-repudiation means that source of a message can not deny sending or receiving a valid 

message. Attacker some time generates a wrong message on behalf of sender and sends it to a 

receiver and tries to make a sender guilty one. In non-repudiation mechanism  receiver of wrong 

message can easily prove that originator is the person who actually sent the message. 

 

For achieving integrity and non-repudiation digital signature is a mechanism that can provide 

suitable solution between communicated entities. The procedure of signing a message involves 

transforming the message and some secret information held by the entity into an object called 

signature. The signature generation and verification scheme works as follows with a public key 

cryptography: During signature generation, an entity wishing to sign a message m selects a 

public key crypto system and uses his private key to associate a hash value to m and encrypts 

that value. He then sends the message m and the encrypted value to the recipient. During 

verification, the recipient computes the associated hash value of m and checks whether it 

matches the result obtained after decrypting the received encrypted value. If it matches with the 

received hash value this means that the message integrity is protected during transit and message 

is valid. Otherwise the message is discarded, because it has changed during transmission [22]. 

 

2.2.  Authentication Schemes in Mobile Environment 
 

The authentication schemes in mobile environment can be devided into two broad classes Weak 

authentication and Strong authentication, we will explain these schemes one by one below; 

 

2.2.1. Weak Authentication 
 

Weak authentication usually means password, PIN or passphrase-based authentication and it fails 

to provide a comprehensive efficient protection against threats. User name and Password is 

perhaps the most general way to authenticate an application system in desktop environment, but 

it is considered a weak authentication mechanism. In Password scheme, when an entity enters a 

credentials usually login have and password in a displayed dialog page, the system compares 

entered strings to already stored password, where as login is a claim of an identity and password 

is the shared secret between entities and it exhibits a secret key sort of methods where these 

credentials are known by both entities beforehand. Password based solution may differ by 

technique based on platform to platform, but still it is weak mechanism against threats. To 

overcome its weakness, a number of strong password adoption policies and measures were 

devised by experts, but still the human factor is a big challenge, as ordinary users do not pay 

much attention regarding adoption of such policies and procedures. Also, there are number of 
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other solutions that are adpoted by researchers and application developers that include long 

passphrase solution, hash based solution to One Time password (OTP) solutions. But each have 

their own limitations and drawbacks. OTP considered to be more strong measure as compared to 

simple password scheme. In this scheme password only be used once and within a perticular time 

span. It can be achieved by special sort of token device, which is basically synchronized with the 

back-end authentication server that generates a random password in each athentication request. 

Due to its one time usage and limited time span validity, limits the risks of compromise. 

 

PIN based solution is classified as a special password it is typically a short strings of digits (from 

4 to 10 digits). Though it looks a weak measure and it exhibits many vulnerabilities. But now the 

weakness are mitigated by taking an additional alternate measure (i.e. using limited number of 

attempts for wrong PIN). Usually PIN authentication is used in physical devices like bank card 

or some token card based solutions. If a person attempts a pre-specified number of incorrect 

PINs in their card or an attacker tries wrong PIN more than pre-specified number of times, i.e. 

usually at most three time, the device or application becomes inactive or blocked by system, until 

PUK code is used or an application provider himself unblocks it, for example bank VISA or 

ATM cards and SIM cards. Today PIN is usually used in every mobile application and it 

validates initial application login and it is stored in local storage either encrypted or in plain text 

format. Users needs to remember PIN while login to application. Generally password and PIN 

can not be lost, but it can be forgotten or guessed by an adversary. This is an important weak 

point of both, also its very much difficult to track whether weak authentication is compromised 

or not as compared to strong authentication mechanism.  

 

Password, PIN and Passphrase authentication mechanisms are considered a weak authentication 

mechanisms means that an adversary can easily guess them by putting limited efforts and 

resources. To make it more strong against threats, researcher suggested to use these weak 

mechanisms with one or more than other authentication factors. The best one is considered so for 

is multi-factor (i.e. smart card with PIN etc.), and it provides strong authentication mechanism, 

as smart card is a tamper proof device that can easily be personalized to entities for accessing 

mobile enterprise applications. The following section explains more about strong authentication 

mechanism.  

 

2.2.2. Strong Authentication 
 

Cryptographic challenge-response protocol typically denotes strong authentication scheme. 

Usually it is devided in two types, Smart Card based strong authentication and 

Hardware/Software based token. As its name shows challenge-response, this means that it should 

be based on request-response mechanism, i.e. request for system access against response of some 

challenge information between communicated entities. A claimant should need to prove his 

identity to verifier by responding against the respective challenge. Sometime challenge varies by 

time related to secret information, usually this challenge-response protocol is built on three 

different techniques i.e. shared key, public key and zero-knowledge techniques. In shared key 

challenge-response authentication communication entities must know the secret before hand. In 

public key challenge-response mechanism, authentication is based on public/private key pair, 

public key is known by everyone, but its associated private key should not be leaked out and it 

must be placed in secret place. Whereas zero-knowledge provides solution to some weaknesses 
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that appeared in shared and public key authentication mechanisms in advance [22]. Generally 

most considered secure options of strong authentication are using smart card- tamper proof 

hardware integrated circuit card with security features including key pair generation, 

cryptographic algorithm operations, and dynamic One Time Password generation token schemes.  

 

Smart Card-based Strong Authentication 

 

Smart card-based authentication scheme answers "what an entity have?" question. Usually it is a 

token that an entity possesses, and needs to present in front of the system before accessing 

system resources. It is usually used with PIN. PIN is used as a first factor and smart card is a 

second factor, that makes the system more secure against threats. It provides strong 

authentication mechanism. A remote adversary can not access system, without providing valid 

PIN and smart card. The internal structure of smart card makes it more secure and temper proof 

device, it contains integrated circuit chip (ICC) i.e. a processor or microcontroller, with internal 

memory. It is usually made up of plastic and highly sensitive material, that can not easily be 

tampered. Due to smart card portability and data storage capability, it is considered very reliable 

form of personal identification and secure information repository.  

 

These days smart cards are considered a popular choice for many applications. A number of 

application areas where smart card plays vital role these days, such as mobile communication 

(i.e. in SIM card), banking and retail market (i.e. credit, debit or stored value cards and coupons 

and loyalty cards), electronic wallet (i.e. small purchases over the counter and over the air ), 

health care (i.e. patient's history reliably stored inside card), and the most important usage is ID 

verification and access control of mobile applications.  

 

These days smart cards are available in a number of different devices. One of them is 

smartphone microSD card. It is considered a secure element (SE). It is actually a chip designed 

as an independent device inside microSD card. It has it’s own processor i.e. CPU, ROM, RAM 

and EEPROM. CPU and ROM is pre-built tamper proof factory assambled components. ROM 

contains operating system and EEPROM stores users related information, such as applications 

and data. Java is widely used in secure element these days. Applications such as java applets are 

compiled into Java bytecode form called .cap file, which are loaded into an EEPROM. Secure 

element is considered a black box, where loaded applet code is transparent to external world and 

can not easily be modified or reverse engineered. This means that an external party does not 

know what is inside it. Therefore information can not be extracted physically or by analyzing 

device until and unless an attacker have fine grained knowledge about that device and hi-fi 

hardware setup. Each application inside smart card is stored in sepearate areas, therefore one 

application can not be illegally accessed or modified by other applications and their data, a 

firewall exists between them which protect accessing of one application to another. 

 

Secure microSD Card is a security device, as its name shows. It has storage capability as well, 

but why we say it is secure? Because of Secure Element set (i.e. Smart Card Reader and Chip) is 

embeded in it. Figure 3 [48] shows the internal high level structure of secure microSD card. It 

provides full smart card functionality inside a portable mass storage device. It is fully compatible 

with existing smart card applications, and fits for most mobile and tablet devices according to 

current market arena. Also it supports full security features and smart card capabilities that is 
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suitable for a wide range of transaction processing applications for financial institutions. It can 

also be used as flash device with 1G, 2G or 8G bytes storage capability. 

 

In financial sector applications this card can play a vital role, developer concern smart card 

features, according to product vendor prospect, usually it’s key features includes; 

 

 Fully compliant with ISO7816-4 and support T=0 protocol  

 Fully compliant with Java Card 2.2, Global Platform 2.1.1  

 EEPROM on Chip: 36K bytes  

 RSA algorithms on Chip: 512bits/1024bits/2048bits  

 DES algorithms on Chip: include standard DES and Tri-DES algorithm  

 Hash algorithms on Chip: SHA1  

 Hardware Certification: EMVco, CC EAL5+ high  

 

 
Figure 3: Smart microSD Card internal Structure 

 

microSD card is fully compatible with most modern smart phones. Its smart card functionality 

for mobile applications includes the following features: 

  

 Mobile sign-on  

 Two-factor authentication possible (card + PIN)  

 Strong user authentication and access control  

 No risk of abuse in case of loss  

 Mobile E-mail signature/encryption  

 Mobile Phone encryption/data protection  

 Mobile Phone Secure Socket Layer (SSL) authentication  

 Mobile Application client ID authentication and safe remote access 

 Mobile Payment Key (Mobile Banking, Remote Mobile Payment, Mobile lottery)  

 Mobile government application: Mobile ID check/encryption/ data protection 
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To achieve strong authentication using smart microSD card in smartphone is a promosing feature 

and it can provide a number of other security services to financial sector applications. According 

to MobyForum [51] 90% shipped handset devices contains SD card slots and it increases with 

the passage of time. It is considered a potential way to extend security level and service offerings 

on mobile devices. SD card allows the distribution of financial applications in a wide prospect of 

consumers. Consumer can avail a number of online services using over the counter by using 

NFC (i.e. a short range communication service) technology and  over the air using wireless 

broadband media.  

2.3. Threats against Authentication Schemes in Mobile 
Environment 

 

The following are more prominent attacks against authentication schemes in mobile 

environments. Impersonation attacks, Replay attacks, Forced delay attacks, and Interleaving 

attack [22]. 

 

Impersonation attacks: In such attacks an attacker try to eavesdrop information about an 

authorized mobile user and impersonates that user. Such type of attacks are easy to perform on 

Password, PIN or some keys of the mobile user.  

 

Replay attacks: As the name shows replay attacks means that an attacker tries to get 

information and replays it to impersonate the mobile user. An adversary don’t want to know 

what type of underlying authentication mechanism is using, they send back only the intercepted 

messages and scans the reply received in response. Such type of attacks can not be stopped, but 

strong authentication algorithms can limit the losses at the end. 

 

Forced delay attacks: An attacker executes a forced delay attack, when he can eavesdrop a 

message, drops it from the network, and then sends it again after a certain period of time. Such 

type of attacks make serious damages to transaction oriented online business. 

 

Interleaving attacks: It is a sub-class of man-in-the-middle attacks. This type of attacks 

happened in multi-factor type authentication systems. Most promenent examples of such attacks 

are oracle session attack and parallel session attack. 

  

Mobile applications can counter such attacks by using multi-factor strong authentication system.  

2.4. Summary 
 

In this chapter we described security services which are specifically required for applications in 

mobile environments. Authentication is the main gate which a user needs to pass through before 

accessing services and functionalities of mobile applications. The information transferred 

through a network over the air requires confidentiality and integrity. We described those 

mechanisms as well. Also, it includes non-repudiation mechanism and explanation about threats.    
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Chapter 3. Overview of Applications 
and Services in Mobile Environments 

3.1. Overview of Existing Applications and Services in 
Mobile Environments 

 

A number of solutions have been presented by researchers in the last couple of years for 

achieving secure solutions. We will present an overview of some of the existing mobile 

applications and services in this chapter.  

3.1.1. Secure Software Oriented Architecture (SOA) for Mobile Environments 
 

In year 2006, the first time an Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information 

Standards (OASIS) defined a reference model for secure SOA for mobile enviroments, in which 

they pinpoint how to develop and deploy applications under the surface of secure SOA. This 

model presented an abstract framework in which researcher can easily understand how an 

entities and their relationships make a significant contribution in service-oriented enviroments. 

The main focus was, how to use applications (softwares) as a services under secure environment 

[23].  

A number of SOA mechanisms in desktop environment depend on Web services architecture, as 

it is considered a large scale deployment enviroment for applications. In such large scale 

enviornments, where anyone can access services via internet anywhere and anytime in the world, 

depends on a number of security services, because open network is difficult to explain the full 

security threats and it can easily create problems for end users. The deployment of such SOA in 

mobile environment could not be an easy task. That’s why it didn’t properly address the security 

issues, especially for today’s diverse mobile platforms. As the number of threats increases day by 

day, therefore a number of security measures need to be addressed, such as how to protect 

applications from malware and other known and unknown threats that can harm applications, and 

which should provide feasible and comprehensive security services for mobile applications in an 

open source and propritery mobile platforms. Secure Mobile Service-Oriented Architecture [24] 

explains a comprehensive security features for mobile applications and mobile transactions. The 

author claims that their SOA is comprehensive, scalable, modular, expandable and open. The 

solution was developed and tested in large scale enterprise architecture, and security was the 

main distinguished feature. 

3.1.2. Secure Mobile Identity Management System 
 

Identity based systems typically resemble ordinary public/private keys, where public and private 

message transformation can happen. But in an identity based system an entity does not have 

explicit public key as before. Instead public/private key is replaced with publicly available 

identity information, such as name, address etc. which uniquely identifies an entity and can be 

undeniably associated with that entity. It serves as an identity information for that particular 

entity. According to Y.2720 [25] Identity management includes a number of functions including 
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an entity’s administration, management, discovery, communication exchanges, enforcement of 

policies, authentication and assertions, that are typically used for assurance of identity 

information (e.g. identifiers, credentials and attributes) for assurance of the identity of an entity 

(e.g. user/subscribers, groups, user devices, organizations, network and service providers, 

network elements and objects, and virtual objects); and for enabling business and security 

applications. 

 

In an identity-based system redundency of an identity is main challenge in mobile enterprise 

environments where a number of application services are available and need to verify the identity 

of an entity. Federation, defined in X.1250 that "an association comprising any number of 

service providers and identity provider", means that one identity of an entity can be used for 

multiple purposes in mobile environments i.e. it can be used as a single sign-on (SSO), so that an 

authenticated entity moves between various service providers without login again and again 

within a particular valid time frame. It allows service providers to manage identity, attributes, 

and login credentials within one domain and use token or tickets for accessing other providers 

services. Also, it is more feasible approach for identity providers to track and make it possible to 

offer any number of application services to an authorized entity [25]. Though it is useful for an 

entity to create one idenity and used it for accessing multiple application services in one or more 

than one service providers, but it create a number of vulnerability and threats against an identity, 

which was highlighted by European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) in their 

published research paper of Mobile Identity Management [26]. ENISA listed thrirteen threats 

against Mobile IDM as follows: Identity theft, Eavesdropping and spyware, Survillance, 

Phishing, Man-in-the-middle attacks (MITM), Illegitimate utilization of interception software, 

Collection and storage of private information beyond the stated purpose, Vulnerable software, 

Failure to recognize context, Inadequate device resources, Threats to protocols, Intrusive 

authentication, Lack of user awareness. ENISA also recommended a number of security 

measures for the Mobile IDM system. The security recommendations includes system 

Interoperability. It means security interoperability between mobile devices and backend identity 

provider server. User awareness is the key concern for mobile IDM systems because most of the 

time an adversary can easily impersonate user’s identity due to their ignorance. Some 

recommendations are given related to secure design of Mobile IDM, such as proper identification 

of user context, minimizaiton of delay time and false identification results, minimum system 

interruption, tranparent handling of access and authorization rights. The design should be 

scalable for service providers as well as end users, so that it can resist malwares and 

compormized malicious softwares, privacy of the end-user identity must be protected, design 

should be trustable in perspective of end users and in mobile large scale environment [26]. 

 

3.1.3. Secure Mobile PKI Systems 
 

In this section we will explain some of the existing PKI solutions developed for mobile 

applications. Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) Forum [27] in 2001 first designed Wireless 

PKI (WPKI) protocol for wireless mobile environments. The main components of the WPKI are 

PKI portal, registration authority (RA), Certification Authority (CA), PKI directory and end-

entity application (EE). In WPKI protocol, web portal acts as a Gateway Server. Web portal gets 

WAP client request and transfers it into RA and CA servers. WAP client uses direct URL instead 

of X.509 certificate. The entity, who wants to communicate securely with WAP client, needs to 
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download the certificate first, and then verify client signature accordingly. WAP clients 

communicate with web portal by using WTLS, and PKI portal communicates with backend 

servers by using wired SSL/TLS protected connection. Some researcher pointed out that WPKI 

is not feasible solution for large scale environments, such as enterprise level, due to a number of 

implementation obstacles [28]. 

 

Another nation-wide PKI system for SIM based mobile payment developed in Finland by 

Trichina as shown in Figure 4 [29]. 

 
Figure 4: Finland Public Key Platform 

 

This solution is deployed with the help of network operator for secure mobile payment 

transactions that can only be utilized by financial organizations, independent third parties and 

mobile network operators. Mobile network operator is responsible to issue PKI-SIM card to 

customer, which contains private key module, that generates two private keys on card by using 

FINEID SAT applet. One key is used for customer authentication and the other is used for digital 

signature purposes. The FINEID directory is responsible for registering public-key certificates, 

when customer registers his SIM card at a police station. Service provider provides 

authentication and non-repudiation services to customers, when  FINEID SAT applet module 

generated digital signature and corresponding public-key certificate.  

 

Another PKI solution for ubiquitous environment proposed by Inkyung and Kilsoo [30] in which 

they generated public/private key pair in PC’s hard disk, and then transfer it into mobile phone. 

After transfering user’s private key to mobile phones internal memory, they perform PKI service 

using SMS messages. In this system mobile device totally relies on PC, as PC generates 

public/private key pair and certificate on behalf of mobile users. Therfore it is not secure solution 

for mobile environments, because private key can easily be forgeable by an interceptor or middle 

man. As private key always should be in secure place and it should not leave its orginator secret 

place. The system is not feasible, as it uses a number of SMS messages (because message length 
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is limited i.e 160 characters at most for one message) required for completion of complete PKI 

cycles. 

 

Another WPKI solution is proposed by Lee [31]. In this solution an Elliptic Curve Digital 

Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) was used for key pair generation, which reduced the certificate 

size. For validation of certificates, author uses Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) instead 

of Certificate Revocation List (CRL). OCSP is useful for mobile devices, because it minimizes 

the computational task for mobile phones. This solution is quite useful for mobile phones, 

because optimized protocols for certificate management and verification speed up processing 

between mobile devices and backend servers. The smart model is shown in Figure 5 below. Lee 

also evaluates the proposed solution by comparing RSA and ECDSA algorithm processing time 

with his system. He also did this by comparing modules and certificates of RSA and ECDSA 

algorithms.  

 

In above reviewed PKI system, we have seen in detail about  PKI system and their deployment in 

mobile environment. They have faced some limitations for deployment, but they really made a 

good ground for future mobile applications. In mobile applications and transactions, the PKI 

solution must be secure, interoperable with diverse mobile platforms and it should be generic, so 

that it can easily be adoptable by all applications and environments.    

 

 

 
Figure 5: Lee WPKI Model 
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3.1.4. Authentication, Access Control and Authorization in Mobile Environment 
 

In chapter 2 a number of authentication mechanism have been explained in detail. According to 

NIST standard [17], among four level of authenctiocation mechanisms (i.e. Level-1 No identity 

proof, Level-2 Single factor remote network authentication, Level-3 Multi-factor remote network 

authentication and Level-4 Proof of possession of a key through a cryptographic protocol), 

Level-3 (i.e. Multi-factor remote network authentication) generally considered as strong 

authentication mechanism. Due to battery consumption and resource utilization in mobile 

devices, the authentication mechanism should be less computative and should be more efficient 

with respect to performance is usually considered best, as we discussed in chapter 2 about 

authentication methods based on classical three authentication factors. Each method has its own 

specific pros and cons. Table 1 shows a number of attacks against authentication mechanisms. 

Now a days in smartphones environment single authentication mechanism poses a number of 

challenges for mobile applications. If single factor authentication mechanism becomes 

compromised, this means that an entity couldn't be able to access the application at all. This 

single point of failure can easily be exploited by an adversary. Therefore single factor 

authentication is not enough for sensitive applications, especially in mobile environments. 

Therefore to address such problems, combination of multiple factors can be employed instead of 

relying on one. This is usually known as multi-factor authentication.  

 

A number of authentication solutions are proposed by different researchers in their research 

work. We discuss here some of useful solutions. A paper presented by Khan, Khiyal and Ayub in 

which they propose origin authentication of digitally signed message using joint signature 

scheme for mobile commerce applications. Their solution is shown in Figure 6 [32]. A message 

is digitally signed by message originator with the help of its network operator (message signer), 

both jointly produce the signature which is going to be verified by the service vendor (message 

verifier). This scheme is considered more efficient. 
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Table 1 : Attack against Authentication Mechanism 

 
 

Due to different systematic approaches in each mobile platform, authorization services are 

different from platform to platforms. In Android based OS, an authorization scheme is based on 

Linux/Unix base authorization scheme and it is useful for applications and mobile transactions. 

Another important issue of mobile is its mobility instead of transaction authorization scheme.  

Comprehnsive research work has been done for location-based authentication and authorization 

mechanisms. This topic is outside of over scope. 
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Figure 6: An Abstract Model for Origin authentication using joint Signature Scheme 

 

Access control plays a vital role for applications security. It is defined when an authenticated 

entity has proper right to access a particular resource of an application or systems (i.e. object). It 

is also refered as authorization or access authorization. It is closely linked with authentication. 

Before accessing resource an entity must have access rights to interact with particular application 

or system. It must first confirm entity's authenticity. Access control system then safely grants 

access to authenticated entities. 

 

A number of companies are using such security mechanisms and features in their applications, 

especially for securing mobile payment services. Some of  them are most prominent and 

deployed their solutions in national and international level, such as MobiPay [33] application is 

used in Namibia for money transfering, online purchasing, bill payment etc. SEMOPS [34] used 

for secure mobile payment system, provide lagacy banking services. SmartMoney [35] is another 

application used in Philippines for bank related funtions. A renonwed online service PayPal [36] 

now a days is used in mobile phones as well. A number of other solutions exist within each 

country as well at international level. All such applications are using wireless media via over the 

air network. Without proper security all are at high risk of threats. A number of attacks appear 

everyday against such applications. Without considering proper security measures, an application 

developer can not claim that their solution is fully secured against threats. 

 

3.2. Summary 
 

In this chapter we gave an overview of different security solutions and services in detail. Most of 

the solution explain different aspects and implementations according to respective environment. 

Software Oriented Architecture (SOA) in mobile environments makes it possible to users to 

access whole applications and their services.  
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Chapter 4. Prototype Design of the 
Mobile Security Management 

Application 

4.1. Introduction 
 

In this chapter we will explain the design of the secure system for our proposed mobile security 

application, which provides authenticity, confidentiality and integrity, and also the details about 

infrastructure servers and architecture of security application.  

4.2. Trusted Stack Model for Secure Applications 
 

The abstract picture of our secure solution comes from Trusted Stack (TS) model which 

comprises seven layers: Secure Element (Chip), Mobile middleware, mobile applications, 

communication network, message distribution server, and mobile service providers, all shown in 

Figure 7. TS works equivalent to OSI seven layers model. This means that layer at level 1 

provides services to its upper layer and so on. More details of each layer in this model can be 

found in Feng Zhang’s Doctoral thesis [24]. 

 

Our solution provides security services to mobile applicatons according to this model, as we 

need an end-to-end security, which should be transparent to end-users. The most important 

component of this stack is Chip: Secure Element (SE), which provides a number of tamper-proof 

smart card secure cryptographic services to mobile applications, i.e. storing secure credentials 

inside card, RSA public/private kay pair generation, digital signature and storing of X.509 

certificates in the card. SE is an important component, as it provides mobile phones a dynamic 

environment used for storing and protecting applications inside it.  

 

In TS layer 2, applets are installed inside microSD card. In our proposed system we are using 

two security applets based on FIPS 201 (PIV) standard, PIV applet and Security applet. These 

applets store identity information, cardholder’s credentials and attributes for a secure session 

protocol. The follow up subsections describes the purpose of these applets.  

 

PIV Applet: PIV applet contains various features, such as PIV authentication credentials 

management, Key exchange protocol credentials, Digital signature credentials, and Card 

Management credentials. In our system we are dealing with PIV authentication credentials 

management. 

 

PIV Authentication Credentials: it contains PIV authentication public/private key and 

certificate. PIV authentication private key is used to digitally sign messages, which are verified 

by corresponding PIV authentication public key. PIV authentiation certificate is a X.509 

complaint certificate, which is issued by certificate issuing authority (CA). 
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Figure 7: Trusted Stack model 

    

Security Applet: The function of this applet is to manage security credentials, which are 

required by mobile applications for authentication, authorization and secure message exchange. 

In our system we need this applet for storing SAML ticket, which latter on can be used for 

accessing multiple services in mobile cloud environment.  

 

These applets associated in the secure microSD chip and communicate using the APDU 

command/response formats. These APDU commands are listed in Appendix B. These APDUs 

invoke various smart card functions and pass them to upper layer of a TS. In TS layer 3 contains 

the middleware stack, which provides implementation of various API's to upper layer mobile 

applications to invoke functions provided by security applets. The APIs translate upper layer 

application data into APDUs and vice versa. These APDU commands are transparent to human 

users and only understandable to Javacard applets (i.e. PIV applet and Security applet) in 

microSD card SE. 
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TS layer 4 contains the mobile client applications and mobile operating system. In our proposed 

system our security application resides on this level of TS. It provides security features like 

remote authentication, confidentiality and integrity of exchanged messages to end-users, in 

which they can securely interact with outside world. Underlying operating system provides 

various APIs to mobile applications. TS stack layer 5 contains communication network that is 

used for interaction with backend servers. Our security system interacts with backend servers by 

using Wi-Fi or GPRS, 3G/4G, or whatever network is available that can access internet. In our 

system layer 6 not yet have been used, but in future releases we will utilize it, so that each 

application, intellegently communicates with various services providers by using this 

communication switch. In TS layer 7 contains applications security services provider 

infrastructure, such as Trusted Service Manager (TSM) server, Certification Authority (CA) 

server, Strong authentication (SA) server, Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) and Policy Decision 

Point (PDP) servers. We will explain these security service providers in detail in the follow up 

section. These are mandatory servers for our security application. 

 

4.3. Security Service Providers Servers 
 

Security service provider servers are those servers that provides security credentials to mobile 

applications with the help of SE using mobile security middleware. In these providers list the 

following servers are included, TSM Server, PKI Issuing Server or Certification Authority 

Server (CA), Strong Authentication Server (SA), XACML based Authorization Server i.e. Policy 

Decision Point (PDP) and Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) servers. 

 

4.3.1. TSM Server   
 

In our system Trusted Service Manager (TSM) server is used for downloading trusted 

applications before performing security serives. The prominent applications that can be 

downloaded from TSM server are SAFE Wallet, PIV, Health, EMV, etc. PIV applet is important 

because it supports identity and credentials management. 

 

4.3.2. PKI Issuing Server or Certificate Authority (CA) Server  
 

In our security application, PKI issuing server is responsible for issuing and distributing X.509 

certificates to each certificate requester. PKI server may provide self signed certificate, if it is 

configured as a single certification authority server or it may be linked to Top Certification 

Authority (TCA) server for establishing trust between various other domains. In the latter case 

TCA issues certificate to LCA, so in this case we have two level chain of trust. PKI is broadly 

used in wired networks and it provides certificates as a strong identity to the application users. 

The functional prerequisites needed for each application, either wired or wireless, in order to use 

PKI are listed below: 

 

 Public/Private key pair generation 

 Parse and store certificates in a secure way and 

 Generation and verification of digital signatures 
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4.3.3. Strong Authentication (SA) Server 
 

SA server performs strong authentication with the end-users using FIPS-196 strong 

authentication protocol. SA server is also connected with CA server for veification of client 

certificates and with XACML Policy server for generating SAML Ticket on behalf of 

authenticated clients. 

4.3.4. XACML Policy Server (SAML PDP and PEP Server) 
 

The purpose of Policy server is to manage groups, roles, XACML policies and generating single 

sign on (SSO) ticket. Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is a protocol used to assert 

trust on individuals or systems on the basis of their authentication, authorization, and attributes 

assertions. An assertion could be a claim, a statement, or a declaration. An entity who have such 

assertions can only be acceptable as a true subject. Typically SAML provides three types of 

assertions: authentication assertion, authorization assertion, and attribute assertion. Each have 

their own policies, profile and attributes according to their implementation. Basically SAML is 

concerned with access control of different services based on deployed policies [53].  

 

There are two actions that needs to be performed by SAML Protocol before accessing 

application services: one is making decisions based on access policies and the other is to enforce 

those decisions in all deployed applications. SAML defines two roles to perform both actions; 

Policy Decision Point (PDP) and Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) respectively. In our system 

PDP server makes decisions and PEP server enforces those decisions. After successful 

authentication with SA server, SA server communicates with PDP server for SAML ticket 

request. PDP server decides which access rights are required by a client, and makes decisions 

accordingly. Then PDP server packages it and sends it back to the SA server. SA server then 

passes it to the Client securely. Client can use SAML Ticket as a single sign-on protocol for 

accessing different services and applications over a cloud or SOA environment. 

4.4. System Architecture 
 

The architecture of the proposed system is shown in Figure 8. This is high level architecture 

model according to TS model. It represents different layers, at layer 1, as explained before is SE. 

In our proposed system we are using smart microSD card as a SE that provides different security 

features, such as RSA key pair generation, digital signature generation etc.  In layer 2 there are 

different applets (SAFE Wallet, PIV, EMV, Medical etc.) downloaded from the TSM server and 

personalized for a particular user. These applets reside inside microSD card. In layer 3 is security 

middleware that provides secure communication with smartphone and smart microSD card 

applets based on ISO 7816-4 APDU command/response standard. After mutual authentication is 

performed between mobile phone and smart microSD card, the downloaded applet is configured 

and personlized to a user. Security application in layer 4 provides user interface that associates 

with lower layers for performing different security features with the help of security middleware. 

In layer 5 over the air communication is performed with backend security service providers and 

application service providers. After downloading and personalizing applications, security 

enabled components becomes active that provides strong authentication, confidentiality, integrity 
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and non-repudiation security services to endusers. The 6th and 7th layer are used for 

communication with backend security providers and application service providers servers. 

 

 

 
Figure 8: High Level System Architecture 

 

4.5. Summary 
 

This chapter describes security application prototype design of the proposed system. The design 

is modular, scalable and can be easily expanded with new security features. It provides end-to-

end security services that are completely transparent to endusers. Also, the details of security 

service providers server have been explained. The architecture is based on TS model, which 

devides the applications services in layers, each layer associated with upper and lower layers in 

the TS model for completion of a task.  
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Chapter 5. Key Management 

This chapter explains about key management, functions, implementation 

concerns, cryptography importance in applications security, management of 

public/private keys and X.509 certificate, management of shared keys, key 

hirarchy and exchange of keys in detail.  

5.1. Key Management 
 

In today mobile networks with high bandwidth capability, independent application service 

providers can provide services directly to mobile users. These services include small word 

processing or multimedia applications as enterprize level distributed applications. Network 

operators provide some cryptographic algorithms for users authentication and somehow data 

confidentiality, but those mechanisms depend on network operators services and users needs to 

make some security and trust agreement before using those services for mobile applications. We 

can not achieve end-to-end security in this way, because a third party involved in this process 

that can easily intercept and store complete communication and messages in their network. We 

need to devise a way where an application services providers and endusers indepdently make 

trust with each others and their own underlying infrastructure.  

 
Figure 9: Kay Management components 

Key management system provides key generation, storage, distribution, and verification process, 

as shown in Figure 9 [42]. In any such system the overall protection of cryptographic keys are 

main obstacles for providing security for chosen cryptographic algorithms (either shared or 

public key cryptography). Cryptographic keys security rely on protection mechanism, as 

compromised keys directly affect deployed secure system from accessing by unauthorized 

people. Mobile phones are small and lightweight gadgets, therefore devices can easily be 

lost/misplaced, as well as physical access can easily harm the whole data, if protection measures 

could not be taken in advance. For this reason, a layered hierarchy based protection of 

cryptographich keys should be the target of secure mobile financial applications that should 

handle keys inside Secure Elements (SE).  
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Security concerns that must be considered while selecting and implementing any key 

management system are: 

 

If symmetric or asymmetric keys are not securely generated, it might be a chance for an 

adversary to guess a key by attacking the key generation algorithm. For example if the same seed 

is used for generating two or more keys, it might be a chance for an attacker to guess the value of 

other keys, if he knew the value of the first key. Therefore, seed should be generated securely 

and it should be gerneated via approved random and pseudo-random process [38] [42]. 

 

If a user takes responsibility for generating his own key, then he does not need to rely on any 

organization or individual for generation of keys on his behalf. If the organization to which user 

belongs is not able to decrypt users data or communications, the organization must trust that the 

user is using his key(s) in an appropriate way. Here there is a significant tradeoff between user 

and his organization and both need to make strong trust to each other. If a user is not able to 

securely generate his own key, the security of the user and the organization as a whole is under 

risks. 

 

If user is not able to securely store his keys in key management process, the user's keys might be 

compromised. An adversary might be able to decrypt the user's data and communications or 

falsely sign objects as originating from the user. This is especially significant if the user's keys 

are insecurely stored on a device that can easily be accessible via over the air network. 

 

If users forget their stored keys or there does not exist any viable recovery mechanism, important 

encrypted information might be rendered inaccessible. There should be proper recovery 

mechanism available in applications. 

 

Similarly in key management system there should be a method for proper verification of public 

key. If a deployed key management system didn't have such verification mechanism, there might 

be a chance for an adversary to masquerade authentic users. For example, user A substituts his 

public key in place of user B in order to read secret information that is being sent to user B. 

Therefore a proper countermeasure in key management system can mitigate this vulnerability. 

 

Comprehensive key management functions should also include the following general measures 

in advance, which we explain below with short details about those measures [39]: 

 

5.1.1.  Key Security Policy 
 

An effective security policy that describes the full life-cycle of keys including their generation, 

distribution, activation, destruction, and storage in protected environment becomes the necessity 

for mobile applications. 

5.1.2.  Keys Hierarchy Protection 
 

In this protection measure, one can devise a layer-based approach for protection of important 

keys, especially shared keys. In this approach higher level keys are used to encrypt lower level 

keys for distribution. Primary key is always kept secret and it can only be used for derivation of 
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key encryption/decryption keys. Key encryption/decryption keys are also utilized for generation 

of temperory or actual working keys, which can be used for actual PIN or Data encryption / 

decryption purpose.  

 

5.1.3.  Key Separation 
 

For achieving additional security one can distribute keys through separate channels and separated 

into components, with the provisions for the construction of the complete keys by computing 

function of the individual components. 

 

5.1.4.  Key scheduling (Validity) 
 

The scheduling period of keys is defined as a function of time, system state, or other variables, 

and it must be distributed with the keys to users. Key scheduling is the most important measures 

in any key management system. 

 

5.2.  Importance of Cryptography for Application 
Security Services 

 

Cryptography is the heart of providing security services for any software application. Though 

cryptographic algorithms are complex for smartphones apps due to their computation, at the 

same time it is crucial to provide a powerful security toolkit at hand and the APIs to support 

application security without cryptography. Security services must offer this feature 

(cryptography) and must provides access to its interfaces via the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 

and other security enablers. Security has less to do with cryptographic complex algorithms, and 

more to do with how to manage keys. Therefore, a comprehensive security services generally 

include managing public/private keys, certificate handling, authentication, data confidentiality 

and integrity mechanisms. In the upcoming section we will explain how to manage cryptographic 

keys in detail. Before delving into management phase, we must know about different types of 

cryptographic methods. 

 

5.2.1. Cryptographic (Encryption) Methods 
 

The two important schemes of encryption are Secret key encryption and Public key encryption. 

Figure 10 [40] shows both methods with their encryption/decryption procedures and their 

characteristics. 

 

Secret key encryption is also known as symmetric key cyrptography. In this cryptographic 

method both parties, that is message sender and receiver, rely on shared key (i.e. single key), for 

encryption and decryption purpose and it is the biggest advantange of symmetric key algorithms. 

Whereas public-key encryption is also known as asymmetric cryptography, as in this 

cryptographic method a pair of keys are utilized for both ciphering and deciphering messages.  
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Public-key cryptography is specified in a well-known standards, that can provide a number of 

security measures such as concealing information using encryption, information can be verified 

by checking integrity (i.e. by providing tamper detection feature). It also provides a way to verify 

the origin of information using authentication, as well as prevention of wrong claim if any exist 

between sender and receiver during information exchange or in latter stages, by means of non-

repudiation feature. 

 

 
Figure 10: Comparison of Secret and Public Key Cryptography 

 

Table 2 [41] below shows basic cryptographic attack methods and their details. These are most 

basic sort of attacks that can harm any cryptographic algorithm. A cryptanalyst can do crypt 

analysis by using ciphertext only, known plaintext and sometime chosen plaintext or chosen 

ciphertext ways. Both chosen plaintext and chosen ciphertext can happen during the information 

transit or exchanged phase, which is quite easy in mobile environments, where wireless media is 

used, because anyone can intercept wireless traffic and can easily grab exchanged information. 

Where deception is considered as an illusory feat, it considered magical by naive observers. It 

could be based on replay attack by capturing cipher text during interception, or an adversary 

could be directly attacked on key management system on the basis of guessable keys or used 

keys, it could be fallaciously present keys to do some impersonation regarding valid 
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authentication and some time an attacker presents himself as a valid authority to impersonate 

valid sender and receiver. 

 

5.3. Management of Public/Private Keys and X.509 
Certificates 

 
Public/Private keys represent a key pair, that is a public and a private key. Keys are 

mathematically associated with each other. It means messages encrypted with private key can 

only be decrypted by public key or vice versa. Both keys are totally independent of each other, 

but one key can not be derived from other key. One key is distributed i.e. publicly known and the 

corresponding private key always is kept in a secret place. Normally the encryption process 

begins from sender’s end, as he knows the public key of the receiver. Initially sender encrypts 

the data with receiver's public key and sends it to the receiver. Receiver receives that encrypted 

information and decrypts it with private key corresponding to that public key. In alternate 

scheme when receiver wants to send back information to the sender, he signs that information by 

his private key generally called digital signature and sends it back to the sender. After receiving 

signed message from sender, the information is decrypted by using public key of the sender. 

Digital signature provides a number of security features and typically it is useful for performing 

financial institution critical business tasks. The primary objectives of managing public/private 

keys are to provide the ways to perform the required cryptographic operations and control the 

use of those keys. Therefore, the keys are protected during the whole lifecycle of cryptographic 

operation. Security serivces for mobile applications, especially cryptographic algorithms, require 

to manage keys and minimize the opportunity for security breaches and maximizing the 

probability of detection of any illegal usage of those keys, and scheduling the new key swiftly, if 

something wrong happened during the whole key life cycle. Management of public/private keys 

is simple and there is no requirement for trusted server, if one has secure key management 

mechanism.  

 

As public/private key pair is mathematically linked with each other and it is widely used in 

X.509 certificate generation, in which an independent trusted third party combines an entity’s 

public key with their distinguished name and other required credentials togather, and binds all 

things into a certificate that uniquely identifies a perticular entity. 
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Table 2: Basic Cryptographic Attack Methods 

 
 

X.509 certificate typically contains the subject name and its associated public key, issuer (i.e. 

CA) information, a serial number of the certificate which uniquely identifies the certificate, 

digital signature of the issuer, algorithm information that is used for signing certificate, issue 

date, and expiry date. Some optional x.509 v.3 extensions are also included. CA ( i.e. trusted 
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third party) then signes entitie’s certificate by its own private key and publishes it accordingly. 

Typically in this system either sender obtains the public key of a given receiver from a key 

server (i.e. from trusted thrid party) connected to the Internet or exchanges it after initial 

communication establishment phase with the receiver. To ensure the authenticity of the public 

key and thereby defeat possible man-in-the-middle attacks, the public key may be provided to 

the sender with a certificate signed by a trusted certificate authority (CA). This certificate is 

generally used to verify that the public key belongs to the intended recipient of the sender's 

message. Also, private key that is associated with X.509 certificate must be protected and saved 

carefully, because it is essential for security applications. Also it can be used for digitally signing 

transactions and message encryption. In case when a private key is compromised, it can bring the 

whole deployed system under risk and ultimately it affects the security of confidential 

information, transactions and even the whole infrastructure. 

 

5.3.1. Generation and Protection of Public/Private Keys 
 

Generating public/private key pair in small scale devices faces a number of shortcomings, 

especially device processor. It requires more battery power,  processor and storage capability and 

security constraints. Its hard to protect key pair from threats, due to such constraints a number of 

different approaches is adopted by researchers. If proper PKI infrastructure exists, then it would 

be an easy way for generation and protection of public/private keys, because it provides a trust 

anchor role with a lot of other functionalities and capabilities. Normally in PKI framework, 

generation, distribution, and overall management of keys and certificates are handled by different 

entities securely. Certification Authority (CA) provides certification facility with the help of 

Registration authority and directory services. The final product can be called certificate that can 

be used for authentication or digital signature purpose. The main purposes of PKI framework is 

to provide support for secured exchange of data, credentials and values in different environments 

that are typically considered unsafe. The primary principles of PKI is to establish trust hierarchy 

between communicated parties. In financial sector applications such trust mechanism must exist 

to provide risk management control and customer satisfection. 

 

When we think of such infrastructure in small scale devices its looks hard to implement such 

huge infrastructure, but we can think the lighter version of certificate management infrastructure 

according to the device processor and other limitations. The role of  Certification Authority (CA) 

in PKI infrastructure plays a vital role. It can provide a role of trust anchor among small scale 

devices and it is useful in heterogeneous environments. For public/private key pair generation 

either CA can take responsibility to generate key pair or entity himself takes responsibility to 

generate it. In former case CA needs to transfer key pair securely to an entity, so that later an 

entity can perform security operations such as encryption/decryption, signing etc.  easily. But in 

this case an eavesdropper or man-in-the-middle attack may intercept, and it can easily read 

traffic and modify or replace key anytime. One way is to use session encryption key for securing 

key pair, but it is not secure against threats as well. In the latter case if an entity generates key 

pair at their own end before making request to CA, then in this case security risks still exist there, 

but it could be a safer than former way.  

 

In smartphones key pair can be generated in an application by using third party crypto libraries. 

But it would not be an efficient way due to mobile device limitations, processing power and 
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other shortcomings. Also it is difficult to protect private key in internal device memory from 

mobile malfunctioning of programs and threats. By and large it is not a viable solution to save 

private key in device memory or in an external SD card without any security, because all types of 

threats can damage mobile devices left by desktop computers. This is because of varied type of 

fast cellular network availability in smartphones.  

 

A more useful techniques are emerging, which are based on saving credentials in Secure 

Elements (SE), as it is tamper proof and more secure way of providing security over the air 

networks. A smart card technology is emerging these days, as it provides more security features 

and data processing capabilities as compared to other measures. It was invented in mid 1970's, 

and since than it is widely used in various fields, and provides prominent security features in 

small enterprises to large enterprise organizations. Smart card is considered a tamper proof 

intuitive device, it can easy to manage, and available in a large form factors to provide a number 

of large set of deployments states. Due to a number of smart cards availability in market makes 

this process more easier, and smart card chip is integrated within mobile flash memory card and 

it have an independent pre-built crypto processor that works as a hardware security module 

(HSM), that can be used for generating public/private key pair securely as well as other 

cryptographic functions and it has capability to save these credentials securely as we have 

explained in previous chapters [44].  

 

Today mobility is major concern for everyone. Therefore manufecturers produce secure elements 

portable according to their usage. It is available in SIM card, pre-built in devices motherboard as 

well it is available in mobile SD memory sticks. It is fully portable and today memory slot is 

available in almost all smartphones. Therefore memory stick based secure element can generate 

public/private keys inside device transparently. Such memory card is portable and it contains 

secure elements, therefore no need to worry about leakage and devastating threats. Internal 

crypto processor makes it possible to generate public/private key pair and an entity can easily 

read public key from smart card and private key is hidden inside secure element and it is fully 

protected. In such SD card if SE element is inside it, it makes phone set as a smart card reader, 

and it employs different methods (i.e. acitve or passive methods) to protect secure information 

and credentials. For accessing protected information, user needs authentication via valid PIN. 

Without valid PIN secure microSD card can not process sensitive operations. Also, if microSD is 

lost/stolen, it can not easily expose sensitive data, such as stored certificates and private keys 

[12][44]. 

 

In m-commerce and business critical applications usage of public/private keys are spreading 

extensively. Keys and Certificates that are used for performing business critical operations need 

higher level of security than those which are used for general purpose or non-confidential 

information. Therefore public/private key pair should be generated using strong cryptographic 

algorithms. RSA algorithm is today widely used for generation of public/private key pair. RSA is 

based on mathematical strong factoring of composite numbers. Its keys are based on the product 

of two large prime numbers that derive their cryptographic strength from the fact that it is 

difficult to factor large composite numbers. It is based on pair known as public/private key. 

Public key is known to everyone, whereas private key secrecy and integrity are strictly controlled 

and only be used by the owner of that key. Both public/private keys are mathematically 

associated with each other, but computationally infeasible to determine one key from another as 
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we discussed earlier. The basic operation of RSA key is that if you encrypt plain text data using 

private key, you can only decrypt it by using public key which is strictly associated with private 

key [42].  

 

Generation of RSA public/private key pair is performed in the following way. This is simple 

theoratical explanation: initially take two large prime numbers say p and q and compute their 

product say n=pq, where n is called modulus. A number is chosen say e, which should be less 

than n and it is relatively prime to (p-1)(q-1), this should mean that e and (p-1)(q-1) have no 

common factors except 1. Another number is chosen say d, such that  (ed-1) is divisible by (p-

1)(q-1). This is the inverse of e and it means that ed = 1 mod (p-1)(q-1). Here must be noted that 

the values of e and d denote public and private key exponents. Public key is the pair (n, e) and 

private key is d. Here we refresh the purpose of RSA, it is actually capable of providing strong 

encryption and digital signature operations [19]. The most important factor of RSA algorithm is 

its key strength and it should be strong enough, because weaker keys corrupt even better 

designed PKI infrastructure. Therefore protection of keys must follow key management function, 

as described in Section 4.1. 

 

 

RSA Key Strength or Size 

 

The important thing of RSA algorithm is its key strength, but what size of key to be safe? 

Answer might depend on your security requirements, and what type of data you want to protect. 

In RSA, larger the key better the security it will provide, but bear in mind that it takes more 

processing power and computation time. A number of CA's are now using minimum key size of 

1024 bits and the recommended size is 2048 bits. In small scale devices, 1024 bit key size takes 

up to 2 or 3 second computation time according to our rough observations. In summary, 1024 bit 

size keys may be vulnerable to attack. According to Wikipedia "RSA claims that 1024-bit keys 

are likely to become crackable some time between 2006 and 2010, and they recommend 2048-bit 

keys and said it will be sufficient until 2030." [43] [58] Therefore it is imperative to examine 

suitable key size according to your own security requirements and application deployment. 
      

5.3.2. Requesting and Receiving X.509 Certificate 
 

After securely generating public/private key pair either by CA or by users, users can make X.509 

Certificate request to CA for getting his unique identity in the form of certificate. RFC 4211 

explains in detail how to make a request of X.509 certificate from CA. The request typically 

includes public key and entity’s distinguished name and other required information. According 

to RFC construction of certificate request needs to follow some steps, as mentioned below; 

 

 a). First create a CertRequest object which should include subject public key, their 

distinguished name, other certificate fields according to chosen CA's policy requirement. That 

document is called a Certificate Request Policy (CRP). On the basis of CRP, subject information 

must be specified or registration authority can be given authority to modify it according to their 

policy document. Registration authority (RA) is an authorized body in PKI infrastructure 

responsible for registration of subjects according to PKI policy documents. 
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 b). Proof of possession (POP) either can be attached in advance with certificate request 

message or CA sends it back after receiving certificate request from the subject. In POP actually 

a subject needs to provide a proof that the private key he kept is associated with the respective 

public key. 

  

 c). Certificate request message is securely sent to CA. The message is in the form Base64 

encoded format, so that CA can understand it easily.  

 

POP is the way if it is implemented in CA end, for the validity of binding key pair. This is one of 

the way an authorized body of the PKI infrastructure validates an end entity that actually possess 

the private key corresponding to the public key for which a certificate is requested. A CA is fully 

responsible of how to enforce POP. According to RFC 4211 there should be some means for 

enforcing POP due to a number of non-PKIX protocol are in use (i.e. different e-mail protocols). 

As RSA key can be used for multiple purposes, therefore in that case POP can be accomplished 

in different ways according to usage (i.e. signature, encryption or key agreement key pairs). The 

binding is said to be completed, when a trusted CA digitally signs the public key certificate with 

its private key and sends it to a requested entity. For certificate generation process, CA usually 

performs the following essential steps: 

 

 Acquire a public key and identity information from the certificate requested entity 

 Identity validation of the entity 

 Determine the attributes, required for certificate generation 

 Format the certificate according to their internally defined criteria, and  

 Digitally signs the certificate data after binding everything to it. 

 

After digitally signing certificte by CA, they can publish it according to their policy. CA also 

sends it to certificate requested entity, so that they can perform their day to day business tasks. 

Any one can verify the identity of the certificate from CA at any time anywhere online. CA also 

manages revoked certificate list at their end, so that invalid certificate can easily be verified by 

comparing with CRL. 

 

5.4. Key Management for Shared Cryptographic Keys 
 
Before digging into key management for shared cryptography keys, we need to understand what 

is shared cryptography? Shared cryptography is also known as symmetric key or secret key 

cryptography, because the same key is used for enciphering and deciphering information. 

Public/private cryptographic system lacks positive performance measures due to their 

computational complexity and slow speed. The experts recommended that, symmetric algorithms 

such as DES, Triple-DES, AES etc. used for enciphering data should be used only for 

confidentiality purpose and public/private keys for session establishment purpose. In this way 

symmetric key cryptography supplements public/private key cryptography systems. As key is 

shared in symmetric key cryptography between communicated parties, therefore it needs security 

and safety mechanisms against threats. The encrypted information may be sent over an insecure 

channel. Therefore, secret key must be sent over a separate channnel or  by other mechanism (i.e. 
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in sealed envelop) or in encrypted form, so that an interceptor or eavesdroper can not deduce 

what is the actual information, even if they captured the whole information [37][43]. 

  

As we have explained, the concept of key separation in section 5.1, in shared cryptography as 

key is same for encryption/decryption. Therefore, it is highly recommend that key only be 

employed for specific purpose or keys shared between them by using separate channel. This 

helps to isolate things from one another. But this approach has one drawback: if a person has 

multiple information to encrypt or decrypt, for example email text, digital contents, hard disk 

data etc. if he uses one symmetric key for both encryption/decryption purpose, then it is fine. He 

only needs to protect that key from unauthorized people. If a user have more than one keys and 

each key is used for different purposes then in this case, it would be challenging task for an 

ordinary users to manage different keys, their storage, distribution and verification, and also that 

is not even a viable solution for different applications.  

 

In symmetric key though both communicated parties share the same key for encryption and 

decryption tasks, but the protection of key is more challenging and it should be in high priority. 

If they lost the key or key is compromised, this means that security of cryptographic applications 

is lost. Therefore, if key has been generated successfully, than it must be prevented before third 

party approach it. As for achieving better efficiency in mobile applications, confidentiality and 

integrity mechanism in symmetric keys case provides a good result. The following component 

can be used for symmetric key management, as mentioned below: 

 

First of all a database is required, where key can be stored. For this keys can be divided into 

different classes like public, private, and session keys. For each class a separate field is required 

in a database. Key generation is the second component of a symmertric key management system. 

A reliable temporary or short term key has to be implemented to grant an effective encryption of 

the PIN or data for transfer purpose. These short term keys are highly dependent on top level 

keys, which should be good enough, so that no one can guess or extract short term keys. 

Therefore, short term keys should be good keys, so that key exchange or distribution can easily 

take place. It is highly recommended that keys should be generated randomly. The most 

important part is secure exchange of key, so that all communication parties have shared key, 

which is securely transferred by one party. The final part of symmetric key component is key 

authentication. This means that all participants have to know for the received short term key they 

got that it is from the right partner and no one in the middle can modify it [44][45]. 

 

5.4.1. Types of Keys and Key Hierarchy 

 

A shared cryptographic system is typically concerned with two transformations: one for the 

originator and one for the recipient. Both parties need to use either same shared key or two or 

three level derived keys that they can derive it from pre-built master key. Such type of 

mechanism is called key layering, where master key are in the highest (top) level, then key 

enciphering keys and at the end actual data encryption/decryption keys. In this system the 

objective of key management is to maintain keying relationships and keying material in such a 

manner to protect confidentiality of derived keys, authenticity of PIN and ultimately data, in 

which verification of the identity of the communicated parties and their associated shared keys as 

well, and at last protection of unauthorized use of shared keys. For example, using a key which is 
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no longer valid or other than an intended purpose. Typically in key hierarchy the following  

types of keys are usually used, as mentioned below [46]: 

 

Master keys: Such type of keys exist at the highest level in the hierarchy. These keys are 

not cryptographically protected. Such keys are distributed manually, or pre-installed in 

the system and are protected by an electronic isolation or any procedural control 

mechanism. 

 

Key-enciphering keys: Such shared keys are used for key transport or storage of other 

keys. For example PIN enciphering keys and data enciphering keys in storage. These are 

protected by other keys. 

 

Data keys or working keys: Such keys are used to provide cryptographic operations on 

users PIN and data, these keys are short term or temporary keys. 

 

 

5.4.2. Key Exchange or Distribution Protocol 
 

Various techniques and protocols are available for exchanging shared keys whose confidentiality 

must be preserved. The most important are keys hierarchy and symmetric-key certificates [47]. 

The keys hierarchy, as shown in Figure 11 below, are used to protect items to a lower level of the 

hierarchy. This constraint is intended to make attacks more difficult and to limit exposure 

resulting from compromise of a specific key. 

 

In general, if keys at one level may be compromised during communication phase, this means 

that all keys thereunder may be easily compromised or guessed by an adversary, therefore in 

such hierarchies, protection of master key is the most prevalent task. It should need to protect 

either hardware module as a whole and make sure no one can guess it or extract it outside the 

boundary of a module. Distributing keys in this fashion may provide comprehensive way of 

securing cryptographic information from threats. 

 

Symmetric-key certificates provide a mean for keys translation center (KTC), to avoid the 

requirement of either maintaining a secure database of user secrets, or retrieving such keys from 

a database upon translation requests. For example, T is a key translation center (i.e. it provides 

translation of keys or messages), a key KBT is shared between T and B in now embedded in a 

symmetric-key certificate EKT (KBT, B) encrypted under a symmetric master key KT known 

only to T. This certificate servers as a memo from T to itself (who alone can open it), and is 

given to B, so that B may subsequently present it back to T precisely when required to access B's 

symmetric key KBT for message translation. Rather than storing all user keys, T now needs to 

store securely only KT. 
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Figure 11: Shared Key Hirarchy 

 

5.5. Summary 
 

In this chapter we have described theoretically about Key Management, which we considered an 

extremely important aspect of any cryptographic algorithms, either public/private or shared keys, 

and ultimately it prevents the whole deployed mobile applications. Protection of public/private 

keys is one aspect which is very crucial especially private key. If private key is lost or 

compromised, the whole system security is considered untrustworthy in any aspect and adversary 

can easily be approached to any sensitive information. Similarly protection of shared keys is 

another most important aspect. We have explained different ways how to protect both types of 

keys so that the confidentiality of messages and communication data could be protected from 

intruders and hackers.  
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Chapter 6. Prototype Implementation 
of Mobile Security Management 

Application 

6.1. Prototype Implementation of Secure Mobile 
Application 

 

In order to test the functionalities of our proposed design for mobile security application, we 

have implemented the prototype using Android platform with Eclipse IDE. We explain here two 

major implementation phases of our proposed system in detail. i.e. Certificate Generation phase 

and Strong Authentication phase. The detailed interfaces and Audit logs of out results can be 

seen at Apendix C of this report. 

6.1.1. Certificate Generation Phase 
 

As in mobile phones, conventional PKI deployment have several drawbacks (especially data 

processing limitations, and storage of private keys in insecure place) that make it difficult to 

adopt full PKI solution for mobile applications. In our system, in order to overcome this 

inadequacy, we have used a lightweight certificate request service for getting X.509 certificate 

from CA server. Client initiates the request, i.e. user makes Certificate Signing Request (CSR) 

by using application frontend interface to Certificate Authority (CA) server. CSR is a message 

that contains an entity’s distinguished name and public key information. First, an entity needs to 

generates public/private key pair inside smart microSD card by invoking middleware API's. 

Then read public key from card. The private key remains saved securely inside microSD card. 

Mobile devices could not create PKCS#10 CSR message and it is difficult to store resulting 

PKCS#7 message in response that contains the certificate. In our system we made some changes 

in our PKI, so that it can handle a lightweight CSR message for mobile phones. It contains 

version number of certificate, distinguished name of the subject and public key as shown in 

figure 12. In this Figure Signature Algorithm identifies the algorithm used to sign the certificate 

and digital signature is the signature created by using subject’s private key. This proves to the 

CA that the requester (user) is in possession of the corresponding private key, i.e. POP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Figure 12: CSR Message contents 
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Certificate Request Precedure 

 

The process by which a CSR message is constructed involves the following steps 

 

 A CSR info value, containing version number, a distinguished name (DN), a public 

key is collected togather in a package and sen to CA server. 

 The CA server receives CSR info, parses it and sends back a challenge to requester 

(user).  

 The subject (requester) then signes that challenge with his private key corroesponding 

to his public key. 

 

CA server after verification of challenge, generates a X.509 Certficate and sends it back to a 

requester (subject). The format of CSR is defined in PKCS#10 specification [54]. There are two 

ways to format CSR, either in binary format or in text format. In the binary formatted CSR is 

also known as the ASN.1 or DER encoded CSR. It is an ASN.1 structure that has been encoded 

using the Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER). The text format is also known as PEM (Privacy 

Enhanced Mail) formatted CSR is the binary CSR after it has been Base-64 encoded to create a 

text version. The text version can also be decoded by decoder to get certificates attributes. The 

certificate we have received from CA is shown in Figure 13. 

 

 
Figure 12: PIV Authenticaiton Certificate in Base64 Format 
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After receiving X.509 certificate from the CA Server, then our system received the certificate 

and stores it inside secure microSD card. We will use latter this certificate in our Strong 

Authentication process and for other security services.  

 

6.1.2. Strong Authentication Phase 
 

After getting certificate from the CA Server, it is saved in microSD card. In authentication phase, 

after reading certificate from microSD card, the steps of strong authentication phase are initiated. 

Strong authentication protocol is based on FIPS-196 standard. In our system strong 

authentication protocol also uses PIV credentials and microSD card-based cryptographic 

functions. The phase starts strong authentication process from client end. Client sends PIV 

authentication certificate to the SA server instead of Hello message, as specified in the FIPS-196 

standard: 

 

Client                        SA Server :     CertPIV-a 

 

SA server receives the certificate and verifies it by sending it to the CA server. In addition SA 

server may also verify the Distinguished Name of the client using IDMS server (i.e. It provides 

unique identity to each client). Upon successful verification of certificate, SA server generates 

random number Rs and sends it to the client. In this operation if there is something wrong either 

due to network connection reset or verification failure message, it informs the client and abandon 

the connection with the client. 

 

Server                         Client:      Rs 

 

At client end, client receives Rs and digitally signs it using private key corresponding to the PIV 

authentication certificate. The following cryptographic functions are used to generate signature 

of the Rs: 

 

h= H (Rs) ---------------- ( Eq. 6.1 ) 

S (Rs) = E (h, private key) 

Where:  

 

H is hash function and h is output of hash function. E is an encryption function, it encrypts h by 

using private key corresponding to the PIV authentication certificate.  

 

In the next step client genreates a random number Rc and returns it back with S(Rs) to the SA 

server.  

 

Client                         Server:    { S ( Rs ) , Rc  }  

 

SA server receives the message and verifies client’s digital signature using the following 

cryptographic function in equation 6.1 above and the function in equation 6.2: 

 

h’ = D ( S (Rs), public key) ------------------- ( Eq. 6.2 ) 
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Where:   

 

h’ is hash function and D is decryption function. SA server uses public key, extracted from the 

PIV authentication certificate of the client, for verification of signed challenge ( S (Rs) ). If  Eq. 

6.1 and Eq. 6.2 are equal i.e. if h = h’, SA server sends success message to client. Otherwise it 

sends failure message to the client and stops conversation with him. 

 

Upon successful authentication, SA server creates connection with the XACML policy server 

and sends distinguished name of the client requesting SAML Ticket (ST). XACML policy server 

validates client’s identity using IDMS server and generates SAML ticket. ST content is: 

 

[Ticket_ID, Client_Identity, TimeStamp, XACML_IPAddress] 

 

XACML server digitally signs ST using its own private key corresponding to its digital signature 

certificate. It sends signed ST to the SA server, which then sends it back to the client. Client 

receives it and stores ST in the security applet in microSD card.  

 

Figure 14 shows strong authentication steps in detail between client and SA server. 

 

 
Figure 13: Authentication with SA Server 

 

Client application reads X.509 certificate from microSD card and sends it to SA server. SA 

server verifies certificate from CA server, extracts client public key for signature verification 

after sending random challenge to client. Client calculate digest of the random challenge by 

using SHA-1 hash function and then signs it using private key i.e. stored in microSD card. Client 

sends back digital signature in response to SA server for verification. SA server decrypts 
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response by using client public key and produces digest. If both the digest values are equal, then 

the authenctication is successful. Otherwise SA responds with failure message to client and 

connection is aborted. 

 

In Figure 15, the detailed steps of the whole implemented system is explained. The procedure 

starts from client end, client requests application from TSM server. Mobile application is 

downloaded and installed at the application from TSM server securely (the procedure is out of 

scope from this work). After successful installation of client-end application, it generates RSA 

public/private, reading public key and sending CSR to CA server and getting and storing 

certificate inside microSD card via certificate generation phase, as we already explained in 

section 6.1.1. Private key and generated X.509 certificate are successfully saved inside microSD 

based SE. The client can perform strong authentication step with SA server. In this figure the 

steps of strong authentication has shown as a bird eye view as we already explained it in section 

6.1.2. After successful authentication, SA server can interact with policy servers for SAML 

authorization ticket for further accessing application services. SA server sends SAML ticket to 

client, which is stored inside SE.  

 

 
Figure 14: Mobile Security Application Architecture 

 

Figure 16 shows the sequence diagram of all steps as explained above in detail, Certificate 

generation phase, strong authenticaion phase, and getting SAML ticket in response. In our 

security system for mobile applications SAML ticket is securely saved inside microSD card 

within Security applet.  
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Mobile Client CA Server SA Server

2. Read Public key

4. Certificate Received

Micro SD Card

1. Generate RSA Key Pair

3. Certificate Request

5. Save Certificate in Micro SD

Policy Servers

7. first_Message_to_SA

8. Verify Certificate

9. Send challenge to Mobile client

10. Digitally signed challenge send back to SA

6. Reading Certificate from Micro SD 

11. Strong Authentication Success/failure

12. Request SAML Ticket

13. Verify client 
DN from IDMS 

server14. Strong Authentication send SAML Ticket to mobile 
client

14. SAML ticket received 
from PDP

14. Save SAML ticket in Micro SD

 

Figure 15: Sequence Diagram of the System 

6.2. Summary 

 
In this chapter we have described the detail the implementation of our proposed system and 

details of implemented steps in mobile application. The adopted approach provides a 

comprehensive secure, and modular solution and can easily be extendable with respect to 

enviornment. This is especially good for mobile enviroment, but can be used in other small scale, 

resource limited devices.   
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Chapter 7. Evaluation of Mobile 
Security Application 

7.1. Introduction 
 

The important phase of design science methodology is the evaluation of the developed system 

objectives, so that we can claim that our solution provides useful contribution and one step up 

regarding achieving the secure solution in this emerging arena of technology. The main objective 

of security services for mobile applications is to provide safety against security breaches and 

weaknesses that could be exploited by threats. Today different standards, mechanisms, and  

procedures exist in order to evaluate any security system. The important tasks while designing 

secure system is based on some specific threat model regarding a specific system and evaluate 

security services, whether it provides security according to expectation or not. Though it is 

difficult to ensure that every application is secure or it resists against threats, due to varied sort of 

platform availability, as well as underlying operating system, but some time multiple items and 

requirements can make system more secure and bear resistance against threats and 

vlunerabilities.   

 

In a secure system, threat model provides a systematic procedure to make sure that the system 

under evaluation is secure and have resistance against unexpected bahaviour. For evaluation of 

our system we identified weak points, asstes and resources according to attackers perspective, 

and then we analyzed each security service one by one according to our designed and 

implemented security services and verified whether implemented security services have 

resistance power against various threats and attacks.  

7.2. Evaluation of Security Application Phases 
 

We evaluate our system according to their usability in current smartphones prospects and 

secuirty according to Secure Element ( SE ).  

7.2.1.  Evaluation of Certificate Generation Phase ( Usability ) 
 

Here we discussed some of the features according to usability perspective of X.509 Certificate in 

our system. 

 

 Users makes cerificate request by using their smartphone that have microSD memory slot 

available. They do not need extra hardware to carry with them. 

 There are no specific prerequisites required by users before using certificate generation 

phase. Instead they only need smart mircoSD card. 

 Users can use any network media which supports Internet browsing capabilities to make 

certificate generation request. They can use both GPRS/3G/4G and Wi-Fi anywhere 

anytime. 
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7.2.2.  Evaluation of Certificate Generation Phase ( Security ) 
 

We evaluate security on the basis of threat model and it is according to attacker is perspective. 

We figured out the following security threats that may harm this phase; replay attack, data 

tampering, impersonation or spoofing, and repudiation. We qualitatively evaluate our solution 

for certificate generation. We also analyzed the behavior of system against several potential 

threats and their consequences. The result of our evaluation is shown in Table 3 below. 

 

In certificate generation phase, users generate RSA public/private key inside smart microSD 

card, read public key from the card, and private key remains safe. Without providing right PIN 

based on FIPS 201 standard, no one can execute key pair generation function. The replay attack 

can be prevented by sigining the CSR using private key before sending to CA server. Messages 

are also digitally signed by using recipient’s private key. Therefore data tampering and 

repudiation can be prevented in this way. All exchanged messages between user and CA are 

protected using public/private key. Therefore tampering can also be prevented. 
 

Table 3: Security Evaluation Certificate Generation Phase 

 Replay 

Attack 

Data 

Tampering 

Impersonation or 

Spoofing 

Repudiation 

Certificate Generation 

(Request/Response)     

 

7.2.3. Evaluation of Strong Authentication phase 
 

To evaluate strong authentication phase the following threats can harm authentication process: 

PIN compromises, Impersonation, replay attack, repudition, destination authentication attack, 

tampering and elevation of privileges. Table 4 shows the results of evaluation. Our strong 

authentication phase uses two factor authentication, the user needs to respond challenge and 

digital signature to complet the authentication phase. Therefore, it eliminates the threat of PIN 

compromising. As public/private key is generated in microSD card, our solution uses private key 

for digital signature that is computationally infeasible for an attacker to impersonate. Since our 

solution is based on random number challenge for every new authentication request, an attacker 

can not reuse authentication token at a later stage. Also, it prevents signing of pre-defined data 

attack, because signature of pre-defined data is the same for every authentication request. Our 

solution eliminates any such attack for replaying in front of strong authentication server. After 

successful authentication, SA server coordinates with XACML Policy Server in order to issue 

SAML Ticket (ST) to a client. ST is signed by XACML Policy Server by using their private key, 

so any changes can be detected in the ST verification phase. In this way our system protects 

against tampering. ST is securely saved inside microSD card, and before presenting it to service 

provider server, user signs it by using his/her private key, so that service provider can easily 

verify using user public key or via CA server. 
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Table 4: Evaluation of Strong Authentication Phase 

 PIN 

compro-

mise 

Impersonation  

or 

Masquerade 

Replay 

Attack 

Repudition Tampering Elevation of 

Privileges 

Strong 

Authentication 

Phase 

      

 

 

7.3. Evaluation of Certificate-based Authentication 
 

The evaluation result of certificate-based authentication is shown in Table 5. Random number is 

uniqe in each authentication request, and signing of pre-defined data is same the for every 

authentication attempt. Therefore, prevention against replay attack is possible. Each message is 

digitally signed by client’s private key stored in microSD card. Therefore repudiation can easily 

be protected. Tampering can also be protected, because only the entity which have public key 

can read message, and the client can decrypt message by using corresponding private key. Only 

valid users can access authentication system, so no one can impersonate user’s validity. By using 

certificate-based authentication, a mobile application can easily provide confidentiality, integrity 

and authenticity. 
 

Table 5: Security Evaluation of Certificate-based Authentication 

 Replay 

Attack 

Data 

Tampering 

Impersonation or 

Spoofing 

Repudiation 

Certificate-based 

Authentication     

 

 

 

7.4. Comparison of Certificate-based Authentication 
with other popular Authentication Systems 

 

In this section we compare our implemented strong authentication solution with other popular 

authentication systems in broader prospects and we show improvements over other systems. 

Also mobility, as well as privacy issues, the primary concern for every mobile user today, must 

be in mind before deploying any security system. We have compared certificate based strong 

authentication with username/password, token-based system [55], One-Time-Password (OTP) 

scheme [56], biometric-based (i.e. voice scanners, fingerprint etc.) schemes, and location-based 

authentication using smartphone [24].  
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Table 6: Security Evaluation of Authentication Systems 

 Username/ 

Password 

Token-

based 

OTP Biometric-

based 

Location-

based  

using smart  

phones 

Certificate

-based 

using 

smart 

Micro SD 

card 

Password 

Guassing 

Vulnerable to 

this attack if 

a poor 

password is  

chosen 

Not 

vulnerable 

Not vulnerable Not 

vulnerable 

Not vulnerable Not 

vulnerable 

Eavesdrop

-ping 

Vulnerable  

unless strong  

encryption is 

used 

Vulnerabl

e unless 

strong  

encryption 

is used 

Vulnerable  

unless strong  

encryption is  

used 

Vulnerable  

Unless 

strong 

encryption 

is used 

Not vulnerable  

strong 

encryption  

is used for 

communicatio

n through TLS 

Not 

vulnerable 

strong 

encryption  

is used for  

communi-

cation 

Man-in-

the-middle 

attacks  

(MITM) 

Can be  

performed  

unless end-

to-end 

security is  

used 

Can be  

performed  

unless 

end-to-end 

security is  

used 

Can be  

performed  

unless end-to-

end security is  

used 

Can be  

performed  

unless end-

to-end 

security is  

used 

Prevented 

through  

the use of TLS 

Prevented 

through the 

use of 

digital 

signature 

Imperson-

ation 

If passwo-rds 

are sim-ple or 

Som-ehow 

beco-me 

disclos-ed, 

impersonatio

n is trivial 

and not easily  

detectable 

Relatively  

difficult 

since 

token has 

to be phy-

sically 

compro-

mised and 

stolen.Thi

s is easier 

to detect 

Relatively 

difficult unless 

the source 

(seed) is 

Comp-romised 

and the 

sequence of  

passwords can 

be predicted 

Relatively 

easy for 

instance  

fingerprints 

and voice 

can easily  

be captured  

through 

various  

techniques 

Very difficult 

since passw-

ord has to be 

compromised,  

smart phone 

has to be stole-

n, and attacker 

has to be at the 

authorized  

location 

Every 

message 

digitally 

signed to 

and from 

users 

Replay 

attacks 

If captured  

they can be  

replayed 

Not 

possible  

since a 

token is  

used 

Prevented 

since pass-

words are used  

only once 

If biometric  

information 

is captured 

it can be 

replayed 

Not possible 

since possess-

ion of a  

mobile phone 

is needed 

Random 

number 

challenge is 

used before 

proceeding 

each 

request 

Theft Can be stolen  

without easy  

detection 

If a token 

is stolen, 

security  

can be  

compromi

-sed 

The source 

which generat-

es OTPs can be 

stolen to comp-

romise the  

system 

Biometric  

features 

cannot  

be stolen, 

but their  

measurem-

ents can be 

Even if a smart 

phone is stolen 

it can’t be used 

Unless in the  

authorized 

location 

If device is 

stolen or 

microSD 

card 

misplaced, 

no one can 

use it 
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copied without 

application 

front end 

with valid 

PIN 

User-frien-

dliness 

Easy to use,  

but once the  

number of  

systems  

increases it  

becomes a  

problem 

Not very  

convenien

t since 

usually it  

requires a 

user to 

carry an  

additional  

separate 

device 

Not very user-

friendly since 

it requires the 

user to 

generate a 

random 

number each 

time he/she 

wants access 

Easy to 

use. 

However 

some  

technology 

such as iris 

scanners  

can be a 

little  

intimidatin

g to some 

people 

Easy to use. It  

does not 

require  

any additional  

device besides 

a mobile 

phone.  

Location  

determination  

works  

transparently 

Easy to 

use. It does 

not require 

any 

additional 

reader or 

device 

besides a 

mobile 

phone with 

memory 

slot 

available 

and Smart 

microSD 

card 

Cost Inexpensive 

to 

implement 

Requires  

additional 

device  

which 

might be 

expensive 

Varies 

depending  

on the 

mechanism  

used. Initial 

setup and  

synchronizatio

n of passwords 

may introduce 

some signifi- 

cant  

management 

costs 

Special 

scanners  

which are 

usually  

expensive 

are requires 

The only cost 

is for GPS-

enabled  

smart phone 

The only 

cost is to 

buy smart 

microSD 

card 

Users 

privacy 

No privacy 

issues 

No priva-

cy issues 

No privacy 

issues 

No privacy 

issues 

Violation of 

users privacy 

No privacy 

issue 

 

7.5. Summary 
 

In this chapter we have described the evaluation of our proposed system. We have compared 

security features as well non-security features, such as cost and user friendliness. In certificate 

generation and strong authentication phases we have compared security threats, as well their 

usability in smartphone from user perspective and we described our outcome in a tabular form. 

Also we have evaluated and compared our certificate-based authentication with other popular 

authentication mechanisms. We conclude that our system will provide mobile applications more 

promising security features.  
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future 
Work 

8.1. Conclusions 
 

In this research work, we have explained the detail background about mobile applications in 

small gernal purpose applications to highly secure financial sector applications. we conclude that 

financial sector mobile applications are more sensitive than gernal purpose applications. Due to 

varied platform availability in smartphones, these financial sector transactions and application 

usage requires high security and protection from any mishap and protection against threats. 

Therefore, in order to provide security services to such applications requires a scalable, 

comprehensive approach to mitigate consequences of threats beforehand. Mobile applications 

store their data usually in mobile phones internal memory which are always under threat. In this 

research work, we developed security application for this purpose that provides strong 

authentication of entities, confidentiality and integrity of exchanged messages and secure storage 

of user’s credentials inside smart microSD card. 

 

Today smartphones are more capable of processing security operations as compared to their 

antecedent, but applications data and user’s credentials are not secure in internal device memory, 

as password, PIN, and other important information saved in internal memory of smartphones 

which are on the hit list of adversaries all the time. Therefore, without using smart solution based 

on tamper-proof smart card, we can't ensure that all credentials are safe against threats, even if 

someone claims that they are using strong cryptographic functions for encryption/decryption of 

these credentials. But they still require more processing power and scalability to process such hi-

fi cryptographic algorithms in mobile device. In our solution we keep in mind these 

shortcomings and we utilize our potentials for achieving secure solution by using smart microSD 

based smart card. We have implemented this solution on an Android platform and tested in 

Android and tablet PC's where microSD memory slot is generally available. As almost every 

person owns or atleast knows about Android devices, therefore there is no need to get any 

specific hardware except smart microSD memory card, which is generally a cheap gadget these 

days. In case when mobile is lost/stolen, the saved information is still protected from an 

adversary, as the protected information can not be deduced from the PIN protected smart card. 

 

Our developed solution provides strong authentication mechanism, confidentiality of exchanged 

messages with integrity protection by using digital signature mechanism, and finally 

authentication based on use of SAML Ticket stored in secure microSD card, which can further 

be used for accessing different services in Software-Oriented Architecture (SOA) or in a mobile 

cloud environment. Finally, we have evaluated this solution by using comprehensvie threat 

model, and varified that its been useful for mobile applications especially mobile financial sector 

applications. Also, our solution can easily be integrated with any specific or general purpose 

mobile application and it can provide strong end-to-end authentication, confidentiality, and 

integrity protection to application users. It is completely users transparent mechanism and 

without network operator interaction or involvement. 
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8.2. Future Work 
 

This report addresses major security services that are generally required mostly in mobile 

applications, especially financial sector applications. But due to time constraints our work was 

limited, we think that several open issues still remains that can be further explored in future 

research work. Here we highlight some important concerns that can further be explored to 

imporve security services for mobile applications in mobile cloud environments or serivce 

oriented environments. 

 

8.2.1. Key Management 
 

Though we have explained theoratically about symmetric and asymmetric key management in 

chapter 6, but we haven’t design and developed the artifacts about. Therefore, we will include 

both symmetric and asymmetric key management features in future versions of our security 

application. 

8.2.2. Performance Evaluation 
 

As in any mobile application, the efficiency and performance measures are the most important 

concerns and they require statistical measures. Therefore, before deploying any such thick 

application in enterprise live infrastructure, its been good to test their performance and efficiency 

statistically especially Over-the-Air wireless media. This is an open issue that can be elaborated 

in future research work, so that we thoroughly test applications performance in different 

enterprise level infrastructures. Also, important for any such application, it could be run on any 

platform without taking into account some major future enhancements. 

8.2.3.  Secure microSD Card Distribution use cases 
 

In this research work, we haven’t explored full features of microSD card and also there may 

exists different use cases of distribution of microSD to end-users or consumers. Though Mobile 

Forum [50] mentioned that such card could be distributed via HandSet vendor, Mobile Network 

operator, retailer / distributor, a payment associations, a financial institutes, the SD card Vendor 

alone or in collebroation with credential providers, or through Trusted Services Manager (TSM). 

The consumer trust of secure microSD distribution is very important. But how to establish such 

consumer trust for secure microSD card applications still needs more work and actions. In the 

future work we will explore different use cases in detail according to application environment 

that may clear us the direction.  

 

8.2.4. Application Security Services without Security Middleware 
 

In this work we implemented security services on the basis of security middleware which 

provide us communicatoin services in APDU command/response format with Secure Element 

(SE). In future work we have plan to implement security services on the basis java libraries, 

which directly communicate with SE using applets without the help of security middleware. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: Glossary of Security Terms 
 

The most used security terms that are used in this report are described with their abbreviation and 

their explanation in tabular form. 

 

Security Term Explanation 

Replay attack Attack that used earlier passed messages between two valid entities to initiate 

new message maliciously or fraudulently. 

Tampering An attacker try to alter valid communicated messages passed over a wireless 

media in an unauthorized way. 

Eavesdropping An attacker gain illegal acces between communicated parties to monitor and 

read their communication. 

Impersonation/ 

Masquerading 

A form of spoofing, pretending to be an authorized user to gain access to an 

authentication system. 

Strong authentication A system where an eavesdropping entity on the AUTHENTICATION 

exchange does not gain sufficient information to impersonate the entity in a 

subsequent authentication.  

PIV Authentication A Process of establishing confidence in the identityof the cardholder 

presenting a Personal Identity Verification (PIV) Card. 

Secure Element (SE) SE is a tamper proof entity stored in highly secure crypto chip.  SE contains 

an independent OS, memory and application environment and security 

protocols intended to used and store mobile applications in smartphones. 

Three different ways that can be used to implemented SE in crypto chip. 

Either in handset, in a secure digital card (SD) or in UICC SIM card. 

Application Protocol 

Data Unit (APDU) 

A carrier of information passed to and from microSD card. ISO7816-4 

standard explains the concept, structure and functions in detail. 

Application 

programming Interface  

(API ) 

Application programming interface, normally functions or libraries that 

provide interface or communicate with hardware or software interfaces. 

One Time Password 

(OTP) 

A mechanism used to generate a unique random password on each 

authentication request.  

Trusted Service Manager 

(m-TSM) 

A server that can be used for distribution of secure application to its 

consumers. 

Public Key 

Infrastructure (m-PKI) 

A server that can be used for distribution of X.509 certificate request and 

resposne. 

Identity Management 

Server (m-IDMS) 

A server that can be used for distribution and verification of unique users 

Identities.  

XACML policy servers 

(PDP and PEP) 

A server that can be used for authentication, authorization and attributes 

assertions in mobile security applications. 

Applet A java card-based application that runs in the SE of a smartphone. 

Certification Authority 

(CA) 

A trusted third party i.e responsible for issuing and revoking digital 

certificates within the PKI.  

Hardware Security 

Module (HSM) 

On chip (SE) module that provide encryption processing and protection of 

keys and application protection features. 
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SAFE Wallet A software application i.e. loaded onto a smartphone SE for the purpose of 

managing payment made from the smart phone. It can also other applications 

loyality, m-commerece, merchant etc. similarly as the physical wallet holds a 

collection of physical cards. 

Near Field 

Communication (NFC) 

A small range wireless standard that uses magnetic field induction to enable 

communication between devices when they are brought close togather. 

(approximatly 2 to 4 cm in range) 

OSI Model Open system Interconnection model is an abstract layered communication 

model in computer network protocol. It devices network into seven layers. 

TS Model Trusted stack model works same like OSI model, it also devide 

communication into seven layers as mentioned in chapter 4. 

SD card Secure digital memory card is a flash memory card that provides storage 

facilities and used in a number of devices i.e. in smartphones, digital cameras, 

tablest’s, PDA, computer etc. 

Subscriber Identity 

Module (SIM) 

A SIM is a type of smart card i.e. included in smartphones. It is configured 

with information essential to authenticating a smartphone, and allow phone to 

receive calls within a coverage of a suitable network. 

Secure Socket Layer/ 

Transport Layer Security 

(SSL/TLS) 

A cryptographic protocols that provide security and data integrity for 

communications over TCP/IP networks i.e in internet. 

Eclipse Integrated 

Development 

Environment (IDE) 

Eclipse IDE is an open source IDE for developing programs in Java and other 

languages (such as C/C++, Erlang, PHP, Perl, and Python etc.) [57]. 
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APPENDIX B: APDU Command/Response of PIV Applet 
 

B1. Select PIV Applet 
 

CLA 00 

INS A4 

P1 04 

P2 00 

Lc 0B 

Data Field A0 00 00 03 08 00 00 10  00 01 00 

Le 0F 

Example: 

APDU Command: 00 A4 04 00 0B A0 00 00 03 08 00 00 10  00 01 00 

APDU Response: 90 00 

B2. Verify PIV Applet PIN 
 

CLA 00 

INS 20 

P1 00 

P2 80 

Lc 00 

Data Field Authentication Data ( i.e. PIN Data ) 

Le 00 

Example: 

APDU Command: 00 20 00 80 00 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 00 

APDU Response: 90 00 

 

B3. Public/Private Key Pair Generation and Reading Public Key from microSD Card 
 

CLA 00 

INS 47 

P1 00 

P2 9A 

Lc 05 

Data Field AC 02 80 01 06 

Le 00 

Example 

APDU Command: 00 47 00 9A 05 AC 03 80 01 06 00 

APDU Response: Public key values 90 00 
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B4. Get Data from microSD Card 
 

CLA 80 

INS CA 

P1 3F 

P2 FF 

Lc 05 

Data Field 5C(tag for object identifier) 03(length) container ID(e.g. 5F C1 05 for PIV 

authentication certificate container) 

Le 7F 

Example 

APDU Command: 80 CA 3F FF 05 5C 03 5F C1 01 7F 

APDU Response: 61 11 

APDU Command: 00 C0 00 00 00 

Reply: 53(tag for data) 49(lengt of the following data) 01(tag name) 08 43 68 65 6E 63 68 65 6E 

02 04 59 75 61 6E 03 0A 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 30 04 08 31 37 39 33 31 30 32 37 05 15 79 

63 68 65 6E 63 68 65 6E 40 68 6F 74 6D 61 69 6C 2E 63 6F 6D 06 0A 33 30 31 34 32 32 39 30 

33 38 … 90 00  (Certificate Data e.g.) 

 

B5. Put Data into microSD Card 
 

CLA 00 

INS DB 

P1 3F 

P2 FF 

Lc 05 

Data Field 5C(tag for object identifier) 03(length) container ID(e.g. 5F C1 05 for PIV 

authentication certificate container) 

Le 7F 

Example 

APDU Command: 00 DB 3F FF 05 5C 03 5F C1 05 

APDU Response: 90 00 

 

B6. Digitally Signed Data from Private Key Stored in microSD Card 
 

CLA 00 

INS 87 

P1 06 

P2 9A 

Lc 88 

Data Field Data to be signed from Micro SD card 

Le 00 

Example 

APDU Command: 00 87 06 9A 88 (Data to be signed) 00 

APDU Response: (Signed Data) 90 00 
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APPENDIX C: Screenshots of Security Application 

C1. Security Application Main GUI Interfaces 
 

Below are screenshots of our security application GUI interface. It includes Download Applet 

(i.e. PIV applet, Wallet applet, EMV applet etc.), after downlaoding it personalizes these applets 

with particular user. After that user can generate X.509 certificate before performing strong 

authenticaion operation with SA server. Also user can adjust server settings in security settings 

interface. User can adjust  the settings as shown below. 

 

 
Figure 16: Main Application GUI 
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C2. Download Applet from TSM Server and stored in microSD Card 
 

In Download Applet, user needs to select applet. Available applets are SAFE Wallet applet, PIV 

security applet, EMV applet and Medical applet. After selecting applet, the applet is downloded 

from TSM server and personalized according to particular user in microSD card. 

 
Figure 17: Download Applet GUI Interface 
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C3. Security Server Settings 
 

In Security settings menu, different servers configuration are available: mobile TSM server, 

IDMS server, PKI server, and Authentication server. For example, user wants to adjust PKI 

server socket (IP address + Port number), After clicking on m-PKI server tab, the right side 

interface will open up and user can set server IP address and Port number. The configuration is 

saved inside the application. 

 
Figure 18: Server Setting GUI Interfaces 
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C4. Certificate Generation Audit Log Interfaces 
 

In certificate generation phase, the operations starts from generating public/private keys. The 

audit log interfaces is shown below in Figure 20 and Figure 21, which describe the whole 

certificate generation process. After receiving certificate from CA, it is saved in SE for latter 

utilization in the strong authentication phase. 

 

  
Figure 19: Certificate Generation Audit Log Interfaces 
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Figure 20: Digitally signed Challenge, Certificate received and saving in SE 
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C5. Strong Authentication Audit Log Interfaces 
 

The whole Strong authentication audit log interfaces is shown below. After succesfully storing 

and saving X.509 certificate in microSD card, strong authentication phase begins by reading 

certificate from microSD card and sending it to the SA server with other optional information. 

The whole procedure of communication client and SA server can be seen in section 6.1.2. 

Figures 22, 23, 24 and 25 show the whole process in detail. After receiving SAML Ticket from 

SA server, client tries to write ticket into Security Applet. If it is not available, then it will save it 

in a temperory place until Security Applet is available. 

 

  

Figure 21: Strong Authentication Audit Logs 
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Figure 22: Communication with SA Server and digitally signed Challenge 
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Figure 23: Successful Communication with SA Server and SAML Ticket received in Response 
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Figure 24: SAML Ticket successfully saved in Security Applet or Local File 
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